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1. Introduction 
This Commentary was prepared by Salmond Reed Architects 
at the request of the Te Tii Marae Trustees. Its primary 
functions are as follows; 

o To establish a fund-raising instrument for the 
proposed projects; 

o Prepare & appraise design proposals for the 
principle purpose of capturing the imagination 
of all stakeholders and funding authorities; 

o Enhance the existing mana and hau kainga 
(home people) for iwi whenua; 

o The additional purposes of the report are a 
development of these principal functions: 

o To provide an in-depth evaluation of the 
proposed design of the new building/s, 
explaining the reasoning behind their; 

o Purpose(s) 
o Design and function 
o Position on site 
o To outline all the constraints affecting 

the design: 
o Political 
o Budget 
o Physical (geophysical-soils, waterways 

etc); 
o As an aid to entice funding bodies into 

offering development contributions 

Once completed, the development is to be of 
exceptional value; not only to Te Tii Marae in particular, but 
also to Waitangi and its wider community. 

A Brief History 
This account is by Te Tii Waitangi Marae Chairperson Ngati 
Kawa Taituha on 16 March 2022: 

 

The history of Waitangi Marae is largely associated with 
Nga Kawenata Tapu, our Sacred Covenants, The 
Declaration of Independence 1835 me Te Tiriti O Waitangi 
1840. On the Marae is an area of cultural significance 
called Tou Rangatira. Carved pillars have been erected to 
mark this spot where the chiefs gathered to make two 
national decisions prior to the formal signing ceremony at 
the Waitangi Treaty Grounds. These international 
agreements place Waitangi Marae at the forefront, it is the 
political epicentre for the entire Maori Nation. 

Signatories to these historic documents have actively 
advocated for our two agreements to be honoured. This has 
created an intergenerational platform. Waitangi Marae was 
established with this purpose in mind. This national story 
now forms a cultural narrative of primary importance to 

Potential Community Funding 
Bodies 

o Foundation North 

o Department of Internal Affairs, 
Oranga Marae Grants 

o Community Organisations 
Grants Scheme (COGS) 

o The Trusts Community 
Foundation  

o Grassroots Trust 
o Ministry of Youth Development 

o Ministry of Maori Development 
(Maori Warden Project) 

o NZ Community Trust 
o Creative Communities Scheme 

(CCS) 
o Ministry of Education 

o Ministry of Business, Innovation 
& Employment 

o Lion Foundation 
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members of the local Hapu Ngati Rahiri, Ngati Kawa me Te 
Matarahurahu. These three Hapu are closely related and 
interconnected via whakapapa. For centuries, these Hapu 
have maintained Ahikaa status in Waitangi, Oromahoe and 
Pouerua. 

 

The Kotahitanga movement had its sights set on establishing 
a Maori Parliament and when the opportunity arose, 
prominent political figures of the 1880's era decided to 
construct a meeting house on the current Marae site. The 
Government of the time was very resistant to this idea which 
left the Tiriti signatories and Nga Hapu O Ngapuhi with the 
responsibility of funding and constructing the building which 
they aptly named Te Tiriti O Waitangi 1840. A memorial 
stone dedicated to Te Tiriti was also erected next to the 
building. 

 

A major storm with gale force winds heavily compromised 
the structure of the original meeting house and without 
sufficient support, it totally collapsed. There are photos 
dating back to 1917 showing the entire building piled up in 
one big heap on the ground. By that time, the first world war 
had taken effect so while our fighting soldiers were serving 
the nation, our women folk were at home carrying the 
weight of domestic and communal life. It was the Komiti 
Wahine and the Iwi who completed the meeting house 
rebuild on 24 March 1923. 

 

The European style building and architecture has biblical 
connotations. Relative to this is an old name for the marae 
whenua called Taumata Mohi. The upright pillars at the 
front doorway of our whare tupuna are symbolic reminders 
of Solomons Temple. The bell donated by the Williams 
family in 1973 is called Te Wiremu. In 1990, Tupi Puriri 
held the Marae Chairmanship position and under his 
guidance new carvings and tukutuku panels were installed at 
the rear wall of our Whare Tupuna. These carvings depict 
ancient stories of waka navigators and voyagers who 
traversed the Pacific Ocean over a thousand years ago. 
However, a distinction of note is the bold figure of a Pakeha 
reading the bible. This represents Henry Williams who 
arrived to Paihia in 1823. He was the Head of the Church 
Missionary Society in NZ who featured prominently at key 
events such as the 1834 adoption of Te Kara, the first 
official flag of the United Tribes of Nu Tireni. He was also 
the principal advisor who negotiated with the chiefs, 
encouraging them to sign the Declaration 
of Independence 1835 and Te Tiriti O Waitangi 1840. 
Nicknamed Te Karuwha or Four Eyes, Henry Williams 
befriended the Ngapuhi leaders Hone Heke Pokai, Marupo, 
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Te Haratua, Ana Hamu, Te Ruki Kawiti, Tamati Waka Nene 
and Patuone. 

 

The local Marae leadership of 1964 elevated and enhanced 
the premises by erecting a new waharoa gateway. Around 
this time, a large multipurpose facility opened. This building 
is named Tahuna and has major use for close to 40 years 
until it suffers from accidental fire damage. In the late 60's a 
classroom from Paihia school is transported onsite. This 
serves as a crucial part of the marae infrastructure especially 
in the 1980's when local tamariki benefit from the 
resurgence of Te Reo Maori and the educational centre is 
utilized as a Kohanga. In 1977, a new Whare Kai is named 
Te Ngakau Aroha and officially opened by Paramount Chief 
Hepi Te Heuheu. Following this, the secondary schools of 
the North each contribute a multi-disciplinary mural that 
retells the rich history of Te Taitokerau. A new campgrounds 
ablution block is built with toilets, small kitchen, and office 
space. At the 1990 commemoration of Te Tiriti O Waitangi, 
public funds are made available to rebuild the Maori culture 
and heritage, so the waka movement receives support, the 
carved pillars are erected at Tou Rangatira and more Toi 
Maori Art is added to beautify the Whare Tupuna, adorning 
it with whakapapa. This exciting period of the 
Maori renaissance culminates with Queen Elizabeth's visit to 
Waitangi on the 6th of Feb 1990. In 1993, new legal 
processes are introduced along with Te Ture Whenua Māori 
and coincidentally the administration of the TE TI A Māori 
Reservation evolves. The beneficiaries of the marae adopt a 
new marae charter and by 1996-97 funds are secured to 
assist the Marae Trust with the construction of brand-new 
toilet and shower facilities that get added to the far end of 
the dining room. The marae kitchen also gets a major 
overhaul and as part of this refurbishment, a laundry 
compartment is added with new chillers, stoves, bench tops 
and heavy-duty equipment, lifting its status to commercial 
kitchen standard. This leads to further marae development 
opportunities whereby a partnership is created with North 
Tec who provide educational services. Training is offered to 
our local youth who excel in the culinary school, hospitality 
services, and horticulture courses. The job 
creation and uptake in career pathways is a raving success. 
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Figure 1 Te Tii Waitangi Marae in 1880. NZ History Online 

Figure 2 Whare Tupuna from the sea, 1974. John Miller 

Figure 3 Hikoi gathering in October 2021. Michael Cunningham 
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2. Key Participants 
Key participants in formulating the initial concept (the 
subject of this report) are representatives from the following 
organisations. 

Selected members of these participant organisations are to 
form part of the initial Project Control Group. 

2.1 Te Tii Marae Trustees Komiti 2022 
 

Chairman: Ngati Kawa Taituha  

I am an interpreter of cultural perspectives and indigenous 
philosophies. 

My name is Ngati Kawa Taituha. I was born and raised in 
Waitangi which is regarded as the cultural hub for my tribe 
Ngapuhi and the political epicenter for the entire Maori 
Nation. My ancestors signed the Declaration of 
Independence 1835 and Te Tiriti O Waitangi 1840. 
As the Waitangi Marae Chairman and the point of contact 
for our hapu I aspire to enlighten those who are interested in 
learning about our history, ancient customs, rituals, and 
holistic spirituality. This knowledge has been passed down 
from generation to generation and I am passionate about 
sharing these deep facets of our culture in a very relevant 
and meaningful way. 
The constant demand for the story of Waitangi is increasing 
so the project I am currently working on is developing a 
digital portal for to those who want direct access to the 
Maori World View. 

 

Vice Chair: Isaiah Apiata 

Isaiah was raised by his kuia and kaumatua and spent much 
of his early years on marae. He didn't receive tertiary training 
but learnt exceptional skills in engagement and 
communication through his immersion in Te Ao Māori.  

Outside of his work as a public servant, he is making a 
significant contribution to culture, arts, religion, and Crown-
Māori relations. For example, he led the wero for Jacinda 
Ardern's powhiri as Prime Minister at Waitangi in 2018, and 
he is kaikōrero at Te Tii Marae every year for Waitangi Day.  

He’s passionate about sharing cultural knowledge and 
indigenous philosophies with younger generations, and he's 
regularly involved in youth leadership and mentoring 
programs.  

Isaiah is also part of the Church of Latter-Day Saints and is 
the Māori advisor to the only te reo Māori speaking ward of 
the church in the world. He sits on the translation team that 
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has been tasked with translating scriptures that are hundreds 
of years old into te reo Māori.  

Treasurer: Bella Jane Russ 

Bella Jane is the Bean counter of the Marae and the most 
diligent hard-working person and is often seen working all 
hours in the Marae Office, her attention to detail is second 
to none and that is why we have full confidence in her ability 
as proven in the financial audits and will be missed dearly as 
the new Treasurer comes on. 

 

Elected Trustees: 

Hapeta Rameka 

Hapeta Rameka Has been an inspiration to the Rangatahi of 
Te Tii Marae he has led many key aspects over the years in 
what it means to be a Ngapuhi and standing your ground in 
Waitangi, in his day job Hapeta is the Chair of the Waitangi 
Maori incorporation and works to help whanau that need 
assistance with Ture Whenua and Injustice, although Hapeta 
Term as a Trustee has come to an end, he will still be a key 
figure in our Marae, Hapu and Maori politics. 

 

Rodney Apiata 

Rodney Apiata is the fix it guy for the Marae, although 
controversial at times he is there when it matters, trains 
competent Kaimahi to advanced level and will be also 
missed as the new Trustees come on board. 

 

Suku Taurua 

Saku Taurua is often seen on our Taumata in Waitangi and 
Oromahoe he is deeply spiritual person and will be missed 
as the new trustees come on board. 

 

Sharee Tito 

Sharee Tito has led Rangathi Waka ama & Waka Taua 
Programmes making the sport accessible to all rangatahi 
living and visiting Waitangi, she also represented Waitangi 
on the border with the Taitikerau Border Control Team to 
protect our Whakapapa, Sharee will continue her role on our 
Marae in a new role as the new Trustees come on. 

 
 

Te Tii (Waitangi) B3 Trust is registered under Te Ture Whenua 
Maori Act 1993 as a Maori land holding trust. The Trust was 
registered on 15 April 1954 at Auckland. 
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2.2 Salmond Reed Architects 

Lead Design and Heritage Consultants, charged with 
producing this Feasibility Study.  

Salmond Reed Architects is a forward thinking, award 
winning practice, with a long and successful history as New 
Zealand’s leading heritage and conservation specialists. For 
over 35 years we have been producing quality work, and 
our aim is to provide innovative and bespoke design 
solutions that address complex challenges. 

2.3 Emmitt Consultants 
Quantity Surveyors, subcontracted to Salmond Reed 
Architects, Emmitt Consultants is an invaluable asset to the 
project and will provide the following services: 

Initially;  

• cost estimates for the SRA proposals, appended to 
this Feasibility Study; 

Eventually (detailed design documentation completed);  

• cost engineering (i.e. suggestions for alternative 
materials and forms to maintain cost efficiency); 

• attendance at Project Control Group (PCG) 
meetings; 

• monthly financial reports; 
• tender assessments; 
• processing of claims, variations & final account. 

 

 
2.4 Project Manager  
To be appointed by the Project Control Group – consisting 
of Client-appointed professional consultants (architect, 
engineer, QS) and members of the Marae. 
 

Figure 4 Aerial view from southeast of Marae. Akau 2021 
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2.5 Marae Developments 
Developments Lead: Tana Apiata 

Role: Planning, development, Stakeholder 
Management, Keeping Records for Archives. 

Day Job: Moko, Son, Husband & Father first then Project 
Management/Secretary Nga hapu ki Waitangi (Waitangi 
Forests), Operations manager Ko Waitangi te Awa Trust 
(Waitangi Riparian planting Trust), Te Tii Marae: Marae 
Developments, Club Captain: Tai Kotuku Waka Ama 
(Taitamariki development). 

About Tana: Over the past 7 years I have dedicated a large 
portion of my life to developing our hapu standing within the 
community, through action. I have been instrumental in the 
realisation of, and enabling, commercial opportunities and 
meaningful engagement in the management of our taonga 
tuku iho. 

Stage 1 - Whare Tupuna Restoration  

Senior Leadership Team 

 

Project Lead: Mark Katterns 

Role: Negotiations and Progressing of Payment, Control of 
Budget and Programme, Meeting chair. 

Day Job: Director of Hawkins Construction 

About Mark: Mark is an experienced and accomplished 
project leader with demonstrated track record influencing 
within New Zealand construction industry. 
As an experienced Project Director with over 30 years of 
experience, Mark leads high-performing multi-disciplinary 
project teams in delivering a range of major capital 
development projects across many sectors including 
infrastructure, transport, urban development, government, 
health, education, commercial, residential and retail sectors. 
Mark excels in the 'hands-on' project delivery roles where he 
focuses on leading 'multi-site' project teams in achieving 
successful project outcomes in accordance with best 
sustainable and environmental practices. 

He is committed to achieving best practice in managing 
'health and safety risks' within the capital development and 
construction industry. 

 

Financial Controller: Jim Baker 

Role: Financial reviews and providing investment advice. 
Payroll processing. Working closely with management or 
executive teams to share reports and analysis findings 

about Jim: Experienced in Corporate Accounting and SME's 
Worked as Accounting Manager & Finance Controller for 
American Companies in New Zealand. 
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Owned Hotel leases and Furniture removal business. 
Consulting Accountant for Local Aboriginal Land Councils. 

 
Funding & Procurement: Tana Apiata 

Role: Project Management, Stakeholder 
Management, Keeping Records for Archives. 

Management of Hapu Aspirational planning. Developed 
and implemented a funding strategy involving monthly 
meetings with major funders Department of Internal Affairs 
and Foundation North, Contractor management of 
architects, engineers etc, Infrastructure design work to gauge 
early estimates, and manage the draw down on budget. 

Digitising Taonga 

Ngati Kawa Taituha 
Based in Waitangi. Ngapuhi te Iwi. Descendant of chiefs 
who signed nga kawenata tapu 1835 & 1840. I am an 
interpreter of cultural perspectives and indigenous 
philosophies. My passion is to share deep facets of our 
Maori world view in a very relevant and meaningful way. 

 

Tana Apiata 

Founder and driver of project. 

 

Kevin Shedlock 

Kevin is from the Faculty of Engineering and Computer 
Science at Victoria University Wellington. He is a published 
indigenous researcher who works within an indigenous lens. 
His research uses virtual reality to deliver sensory 
connections that are immersive, interactive and intelligently 
located as part of an indigenous Social Technical System 
(iSTS).  

 

Ian Welch 

Ian is an Associate Professor at Victoria University 
Wellington. His research focuses on how to protect people 
and organisations from hackers. He has published over 130 
internationally peer-reviewed papers in cybersecurity. He has 
successfully completed projects with the Ministry of Business 
and Enterprise, Google, Cisco, including other corporates. 

Hemi Ruka 

Role: Project Manager 

Day job: Experienced Maori digital technology Consultant 
and Project Management, DJ Business Creative Editing 
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Studio, Māori Documentary Makers assistant for the Rebel 
Business School. 
About Hemi: Hemi lives to empower whānau Māori through 
technology training, business start-up development and 
building confidence in digital literacy and has coordinated 
and managed a million-dollar māori led digital technologies 
education initiative for rangatahi that is now operating in its 
third year.   
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3. Goals and Aspirations  
 
3.1 Akau Aspirational Brief  
In December 2021, consultant AKAU used a creative 
process to help conceptualise ideas, needs and aspirations 
with Marae, whanau and hapu for their community projects. 
Community Projects could include the development of 
Papakainga, Marae, Public Spaces, Masterplans, smaller 
design elements or co-designing solutions for large 
kaupapa.  Accordingly, the AKAU work forms the basis of 
this Feasibility Study. 

 

From the AKAU Aspirational Brief document – 

Te kete taonga o Peowhairangi – is based on kotahitanga 
and symbolises the weaving together of hapu and whanau 
under one collective.  

 

Excerpts from AKAU’s Assessment of the Marae included : 

Tino Pai! (things that work well) – 

• nationally significant, iconic and recognisable 
Marae; 

• epicentre of Waitangi Day celebrations; 

Opportunties to enhance the Marae – 

• upgrades to all buildings and facilities; 
• new administration and support; 
• garage for equipment storage; 
• sports & recreation facilities 
• wananga spaces (mau rakau, raranga, tamoko, 

carvings); 
• refrain from overdevelopment. 

To be developed or improved – 

• concern with rising sea level; 
• improve basis infrastructure; 
• upgrade buildings & facilities; 
• busy, unsafe road (coastal). 

 

Four key aspirationals were established: 

Te Taiao (Nature)   

• better access to Te Taiao;  
• Whanau are connected to the Marae; 
• The Marae is maitained and preserved 
• Taiao Ora 
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Whai Hua (Economy)  

• Whanau are thriving 
• Mana Motuhake 
• Regional and National Significance  

Tikanga (Customs and traditions) 

• Tikanga a hapu, a whanau, a Marae 
• Te Ahi Ka 

Matauranga (Traditional knowledge) 

• Whanau are connected 
• Kaitiaki 
• Whare wananga 

 
 

By default, the marae continues to transform into a cultural 
centre with formal social services becoming a key function in 
the context of local and national significance.  
 

Te Tii is in a unique position to provide for the rapidly 
changing environment. Such an environment must not only 
facilitate the marae’s present functions but also expand its 
roles in the community as it enters the mid-twenty-first 
century. 

3.2 SRA workshop  
In order to establish the Marae’s requirements for future 
building developments, and therefore form the basis for this 
Feasibility Study, a workshop hui was attended on 25 
January 2022 by the following: 

Billie Taituha - Kai Karanga, Marae Kuia, mother of 
Chairperson Ngati Kawa Taituha, Resident on Marae, 
Marae hardest working female, Great grandmother; 

Figure 5 Te Tii Marae at sunrise. Te Tii (Waitangi) B3 Trust 
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Hama Apiata - Kaumatua, Taumata, Marae 
Kaiwhakahaere, Marae hardest working male, Grandfather; 

Tana Apiata – general liaison across all Marae operations; 

Jeffrey Reihana (Apiata) - Groundsman, Head of Marae 
security, back-end sorting lead; 

Adelaide Rameka – Previous Development Co-ordinator, 
Marae battle axe; 

Ngati Kawa Taituha - Taumata Kai korero, Marae 
Chairman, Hapu point of contact, Moko/son/father of 8, 
NHKW Spokesperson, KWTAT Chairman, Focus Paihia 
Maori liaison + many many more....... high value key 
community volunteer roles; 
 
Lloyd Macomber – Salmond Reed Architects  
 
 
All discussed potential options for building improvements, 
including: 

1. A new HUB centre  
Essential requirements included: 

• office (2-3 persons) 
• obvious front door, entry porch, reception 

area 
• flexispaces including main meeting 

room/space (open plan) 
• open verandah to west (facing wharekai) 
• a breakout space for workers/smokers 

(south facing) 
• tamariki sleepover space (20 max) 
• kitchen – larger than existing i.e. space 

between benches 
• Tonui Collab (from Gisborne) is a regional 

education based programme that Tana 
wants to embrace and bring elements of to 
the Hub 

 
2. Wharekai and Wharepaku upgrades, including:   

• additional storage 
• remediate sloping kitchen floor  
• the two separate ablution blocks require re-

planning and/or modification 
• lacks covered area for outdoor prep and no 

sump for washdown 
• laundry is potentially in the wrong location 

(i.e., it is too far away from Whare Tupuna) 
• consider a second storey for dining, 

however this may conflict with a future 
Multipurpose Facility as separate from 
Marae functions 

• walkway entry into Dining area is unsafe 
and needs renewing 

• more/better mattress storage required (rear 
of Whare Tupuna) 
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• improved kitchen flow 
• general repairs & maintenance  
• possible redesign/re-layout of wharekai and 

wharepaku spaces, including direct covered 
connection to Whare Tupuna 

• Wharepaku – check no of wc pans current 
and required to meet NZBC 

• Dining Room – consider resurfacing 
flooring 

• Dining Room – ceiling finish upgrade 
• Dining Room – lighting upgrade  
• general indoor-outdoor flow to be 

improved 
• old toilets (@ rear of Wharekai) are not 

used much and could be repurposed for 
storage, laundry and/or mattresses 

 
3. New Multipurpose Facility  

• located in the campground 
• a large building intended to be self-funding 

through conference and sport facility 
offerings 

• it is understood this is a large and 
ambitious project, intended to be 
independent of/from Marae functioning 

 
At the conclusion of the workshop hui, the following 
preferred and logical order of staged building priorities was 
as follows:  

• Stage 2 - a new HUB building be the focus of the 
next building development  

• Stage 3 - Wharekai & Wharepaku upgrades 
• Stage 4 -  new Multipurpose Facility. 

Figure 6 Aerial view of Te Tii Marae. FNDC LINZ Maps 2014 
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4. The Proposal 
 

4.1 Four Stage Development  
 
At the time of preparing this report, building development 
improvements at Te Tii Marae is considered as four distinct 
stages. The reason for this is two-fold: 

1. Minimise disruption to daily operations - a staged 
development will allow the present Marae building 
functions of wharekai, wharepaku and the 
Administration Office (known as the Hub) to each 
function normally as one other is redeveloped. This 
approach has already been adopted by the Marae 
with the commencement in Jan 2022 of Technical 
Reports for Stage 1 – the Whare Tupuna restoration 
(contract period planned for mid-2022 with 
completion before anniversary commemoration in 
March 2023); 

2. Funding budget realities - a staged development is 
a realistic reflection of funding agency maximum 
figure thresholds per funding application. That is, a 
single application for all 4-stages is unlikely to be 
accepted by any funder, or all funders combined, 
due to the relatively high $value in the context of 
funding applications nationwide in any given 
financial year. A staged approach is therefore 
considered appropriate; 

 
Stage 1 Whare Tupuna Restoration – at the time of writing, 
this work is underway in the Technical Reports phase, 
including Salmond Reed Architect’s appointment as lead 
consultant to prepare heritage-based architectural 
documentation and contract observation. The works are 
programmed to be on site in the second half of 2022 and 
completed ahead of anniversary commemorations in early 
2023.  
Scope of work includes: 

• seismic strengthening and structural repairs; 
• heritage restoration; 
• mahau - opportunities exist for improving amenity, 

comfort, space and physical coverage from the 
elements at the Whare entrance in the form of a 
new mahua (porch); 

• improvement to, possible enlargement of, rear 
storage/mattress room; 

• covered link – proposed to the side (south) 
elevation, providing protection from the elements 
when walking from the Whare Tupuna to the 
wharekai and wharepaku amenities.   
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Stage 2 The Hub Centre – the existing building has proven 
too small and inadequate functionally to provide for 
growing Marae activities, and so a new purpose-designed 
and built facility is proposed to accommodate the following 
functions: 

• general office 
• entry porch and greeting/reception space 
• flex-spaces including a large meeting room 
• break-out spaces for workers (outside) 
• sleeping room/s for min 20, max 60 people 

 
Stage 3 Wharekai & Wharepaku alterations –  
 
WORK IN PROGRESS 
 
 
Stage 4 Multipurpose Facility – a large venue for sports, 
conferences, to be self-funding and operated independently 
of regular Marae activities. This is considered a significantly 
larger building project with a larger budget. 
 

4.2 Stage 1 Whare Tupuna Restoration   
 
Although considered outside the remit of this Feasibility 
Study relating to proposed building developments on the 
Marae, inclusion of the Stage 1 Whare Tupuna Restoration, 
led by Salmond Reed Architects, is nevertheless relevant to 
include in this report as it showcases professional expertise 
and execution of restoration project – the Whare Tupuna 
building is a significant heritage building constructed of 
concrete, requiring a specialised approach to, and 
execution of, repairs to ensure a sympathetic result and 
longevity for future generations. With funding available, 
Salmond Reed Architects will continue involvement with 
subsequent stages at Te Tii Marae with cohesive, long-term 
results.  
 
Refer also to SRA 
Condition Report 
Addendum 
2021(September 2021) 
in the Appendices.  
 

Figure 7 Sketch detail of typical 
window, Whare Tupuna. SRA 2022 
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Figure 8 Te Tiriti O Waitangi Whare Tupuna. SRA 2021 

Figure 9 Te Tiriti O Waitangi Whare Tupuna, mattress room at rear. SRA 2021 

Figure 10 Te Tiriti O Waitangi Whare Tupuna, interior. SRA 2021 
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4.3 Stage 2 The Hub Centre  
 

The existing building has served its purpose very well for many 
years, however it is clearly inadequate to continue performing 
its amenity as a multipurpose office, meeting, greeting and 
sleeping facility for such a busy, in-demand and nationally 
prominent Marae such that Te Tii Waitangi Marae is. 

 

 
Building Description - the existing building measures 9.9m 
long x 8.65m wide. It is a single storey timber-framed gable-
ended structure, with a pitched corrugated steel roof, 
aluminium doors and windows to the south and 
characteristic pivot timber window sashes in the north wall. 
Cladding is fibre cement sheet and battens. Entry is through 
a sliding door facing the sea (east) immediately into a large 
open room. A rear entry single door is located on the west 

Figure 11 The existing Hub building. SRA 2022 

Figure 12 The existing Hub building, interior. SRA 2022 
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wall onto a covered deck. A third and final door is located 
on the south wall off the kitchen. 
 
The interior is a large open room with a kitchen to the south 
and washroom and wc to the west. Roof framing rafters are 
exposed with trusses exposed and lined. The stud height is 
approximately 2.8m and the exposed roof space in the main 
room affords a generous, lofty, volume. Interior linings are 
sheet (not plasterboard) and all surfaces are painted. 
Floorcoverings are vinyl and a large carpet rug in the main 
space. Lighting is rudimentary – fluorescent battens affixed 
to the underside of roof trusses and simple incandescent 
bulbs in washroom, wc and kitchen.  
 
Building Condition – it is clear that this building and the 
amenity it provides Te Tii Marae is significant. For, 
notwithstanding, the recently renewed roofing and spouting, 
it’s plain and in places sub-standard construction detailing 
or execution, it remains frequently used with all facilities 
operational.  
Items or elements requiring remediation include:  
 

• the aluminium front door (requires easing in frame) 
• the missing cladding protecting the floor framing 

(south wall) 
• aluminium joinery – some sash rubbers failed 
• downpipes missing 
• unpainted plywood sheet cladding repair (south 

wall) 
• broken sheet cladding around kitchen window (west) 
• unpainted timbers to verandah 
• large gap between cladding and baseboards 

(verandah) 
• it is unlikely insulated in walls or underflooring 
• flooring out of level in places 
 

Figure 13 The existing Hub building, rear. Note, damaged cladding. SRA 
2022 
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The Proposed new Hub Centre facility – is a larger building 
located in the same location as the existing building. It 
measures 177 sq.m in area with an additional 72 sq.m of 
covered verandahs.  

 

The Concept Design included in this report includes the 
following features: 

 EXTERIOR  
• single storey – nom 3.0m stud height internally  
• roof forms – simple gable running east-west over 

main Open Meeting Space, smaller gable over 
Entry, cross gable running north-south with ridge 
over wcs and kicked-out lean to roof over Meeting 
Room (east corner) 

• foundations – assume driven piles not concrete raft 
or slab  

• raised FL - above GL nom. 1m (potential for rising 
sea levels/flooding), spaced timber baseboards 
(ventilation to subfloor) 

• claddings - timber weatherboard or board & batten 
cladding, on cavity, on 100x50 H3.2 stud framing 

• exterior windows & doors – high grade semi-
commercial grade (durability), double glazed (for 
thermal), prefinished (note, seaspray/coastal 
environment) 

• roofing – precoated longrun metal (note, 
seaspray/coastal environment), nom 30-35 deg 
pitch (main roof) and 15 deg (verandah roof) 

• verandahs – open spaces, timber posts, beams, 
balustrades, spaced timber decking flooring 
(hardwood unpainted) 

• steps – solid timber, painted handrails & 
balustrades, unpainted hardwood spaced flooring 
(unpainted) 

• lighting – allow for general & security lighting 
in/around building and verandahs 

 

INTERIOR  
• flooring – commercial carpet, on underlay, on solid 

t&g floorboards 
• linings - Gib products or Triboard sheet, all paint 

finished (if using Triboard allow for intumescent 
coating system re fire protection) 

• insulation – Expol to underfloor, wool blanket in 
walls and ceiling/roof spaces 

• doors – solid core flush faced, paint finish 
• electrical – single phase power 
• lighting – allow a generous sum for LED general, 

up-lighting and night lights 
• heating, cooling – allow for high-wall mounted heat 

pumps in Open Meeting Space and smaller 
Meeting Room, ext plant located in southern corner 
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• Trans-Space door systems – price for 3x sets of 
Trans-Space Spaceseal Operable wall systems, two 
sets in large space, one set in smaller space 

• kitchen – allow for a fitout hallway between 
domestic and commercial 

 
 
Budget Cost Analysis report – based on the above Outline 
Specification and the Concept Design plan (below) an 
experienced quantity surveyor has prepared a high-level 
estimate – refer to Appendix 2. 
 

Figure 14 Proposed new Hub Centre facility Concept Design floor plan. Note, existing building in blue, extent of new 
building blue + yellow.  SRA 2022 
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Stage 3  Wharekai and Wharepaku 
alterations 
 
From the workshop hui with Trustees representatives (25 Jan 
2022), the following inadequacies relating to the functional, 
operational and safety issues of the Wharekai Kitchen, 
Wharekai Dining and adjacent laundry, stores and 
Whareapku blocks were noted:  

 
• additional storage required 
• remediate sloping kitchen floor  
• the two separate ablution blocks require re-

planning and/or modification 
• lacks covered area for outdoor prep and no 

sump for washdown 
• laundry is potentially in the wrong location 

(i.e., it is too far away from Whare Tupuna) 
• consider a second storey for dining, 

however this may conflict with a future 
Multipurpose Facility as separate from 
Marae functions 

• walkway entry into Dining area is unsafe 
and needs renewing 

• more/better mattress storage required (rear 
of Whare Tupuna) 

• improved kitchen flow 
• general repairs & maintenance  
• possible redesign/re-layout of wharekai and 

wharepaku spaces, including direct covered 
connection to Whare Tupuna 

• Wharepaku – check no of wc pans current 
and required to meet NZBC 

• Dining Room – consider resurfacing 
flooring 

• Dining Room – ceiling finish upgrade 
• Dining Room – lighting upgrade  
• general indoor-outdoor flow to be 

improved 
• old toilets (@ rear of Wharekai) are not 

used much and could be repurposed for 
storage, laundry and/or mattresses 

 
Building Descriptions: Wharekai –  
 
 WORK IN PROGRESS  
 
Building Descriptions: Wharepaku –  
  
WORK IN PROGRESS 
 
Budget Cost Analysis report – at the time of writing this 
report, draft Concept Design plans and Outline 
Specifications have yet to be completed. A high-level Budget 
Cost Analysis report from the quantity surveyor will follow 
thereafter.  
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5. Project Management  
 

The recipe for a successful project delivery is largely 
dependent on four key management ingredients:  Planning, 
Leadership, Organisation and Control.   

 

5.1 Planning  
Te Tii Marae objectives were established by a series of 
komiti meetings over many years.  

Whare Tupuna Restoration – in 2011, funding was 
forthcoming to allow the komiti to engage Salmond Reed 
Architects to prepare a Condition Report. In 2021, 
additional funding allowed SRA to prepare an updated 
Condition Report; 

Feasibility Study – funding was forthcoming to allow SRA to 
prepare a Feasibility Study for proposed, staged, building 
development projects. 

 

5.2 Leadership & Organisation   
A Project Manager is to be appointed by the Te Tii Marae 
Komiti. 

The Project Manager will call regular meetings of what will 
eventually become a core of people referred to as the 
Project Control Group. 

Initially, the PCG will be formed of the Project Manager, a 
representative of the Komiti, and the Project Architect. 

It is anticipated that the initial PCG will appoint a Quantity 
Surveyor and other specialists, such as a Structural Engineer, 
as needs arise. 

The Quantity Surveyor will establish a project budget based 
on drawings, specifications and technical reports.  

All aspects of the project will be minuted and reported to 
those present and to funding parties.  

 

5.3 Control & Coordination   
The PCG will control all parts of the construction project 
from initial expenditure on Consultants, through to opening 
day.   

Potential contractors will be interviewed by the Quantity 
Surveyor and Project Manager.   
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Expenditure will be coordinated by the Quantity Surveyor 
and made by the Treasurer plus one or two other 
signatories.  

All funds will be held in a trust account by, for example, a 
nominated Marae auditor, who will be charged with 
producing a Financial Statement at each PCG.   

A typical transaction will comply with the Construction 
Contracts Act and appear something like:  

• a detailed Progress Claim is received by client 
representative (Project Manager) from the 
Contractor, nominally every month; 

• the claim is reviewed by the QS for accuracy, and 
the Architect for quality and extent of work 
completed to date; 

• the Architect prepares a ‘Pro Forma’ Provisional 
Payment Schedule for circulation amongst other 
PCG members for review and verification; 

• once all are in agreement, the Payment Schedule is 
finalised and presented to the Treasurer for 
payment.  
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6. Asset Management  
The opening of Stage 1 Whare Tupuna Restoration will be 
timed to coincide with a significant anniversary in early 
2023. Widespread public interest is expected from the local 
community, visitors, politicians and interest groups that have 
previously expressed support. 

Asset Management includes: 

• financial management;   
• the control of expenses including all overheads and 

expenses; for example - 
• utilities; water, telephone, power, internet,  
• rates; 
• accounting & auditing; 
• expenses, wages and salaries; 
• cleaning; 

 

• Short-term scheduled maintenance; for example,  
o window & building cleaning; 
o gutters clean-out;  
o decking, verandah maintenance;  

 
• Long-term scheduled maintenance;  

o Painting; 
o remedials to roofs, gutters, downpipes, sub-

floor ventilation  
 

Continuing pursuit of sustainable income will include: 

• income from established/regular streams, 
government ministries and agencies, schools, 
university groups; 

• casual income from guest groups. 
 

It may possibly include: 

Themed festivals and other international indigenous cultural 
events, sponsored conferences and performing arts events;  

On the assumption that the new Hub Centre facility is 
accepted as the next logical new development stage for Te 
Tii Marae, it is envisaged that the day-to day operation of 
the Hub Centre is controlled by a fully audited management 
team reporting to the komiti. 

Such a team would establish and manage the income 
stream and, eventually, once income permitted, a full-time 
centre manager doubling as programme director would be 
hired.  
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7. Executive Summary 
 
There is little doubt that the development of the Te Tii Marae 
Hub Centre facility represents a significant and positive 
milestone for not only the local iwi, but also the wider 
communities of Waitangi, Northland region, and Aotearoa 
New Zealand. The completion of the new Hub Centre 
building will be a visible affirmation of flourishing 
relationships between iwi, local and central government and 
funding bodies.  
 

In preparing this report, it is apparent that the Te Tii 
Waitangi Trustees is an organised and ambitious group that 
strives for remarkable outcomes for the iwi and hapu 
members it represents. In considering the feasibility of the 
two main development proposals of: new Hub Centre facility 
and Wharekai/wharepaku alterations, it is the new Hub 
Centre initiative that is the recommended next development 
stage (after Stage 1 - Whare Tupuna restoration).  

This is for the following reasons: 

i. Demand – increasing demand on the current facility 
to serve many functions; 

ii. Existing building size – the existing facility cannot 
physically meet the increasing use demands and has 
fast become too small for its current and future 
purpose/s: 

iii. Unsuitability of existing building – it is apparent that 
the current building functions are stretched to meet 
the wide ranging needs of the Marae in its daily, 
weekly or yearly operations; 

iv. Existing building condition – although the building 
has been maintained to a modest standard, the 
increasing age and below par built quality is 
apparent, to the point that on-going maintenance 
(i.e. costs) will mount up resulting in increased 
maintenance costs; 

v. A straight forward development – replacing the 
existing building with a purpose designed and 
constructed new facility is a straight forward 
proposition to consider, more so than alterations 
and additions to the Wharekai and Wharepaku 
facilities (as a proposed Stage 3). The 
Wharekai/wharepaku project presents more 
complex logistical challenges including: ceasing 
operations; decanting equipment; establishing 
temporary kitchen facilities to retain a functioning 
Marae; rectifying sloping floors; remedial and 
altered works to existing structures; 

vi. Existing Wharekai & Wharepaku are operational – 
notwithstanding the potential to make improvements 
to these existing facilities, placing the new Hub 
Centre facility ahead of improvements to the 
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Wharekai & Wharepaku affords a more balanced 
collective of marae facilities than if the 
Wharekai/Wharepaku stage was put ahead of the 
new Hub Centre, considering the high demand for 
improved and larger meeting space and 
educational facility requirements and/or 
opportunities Te Tii Marae experiences.  

In summary:  

o Excellent record of governance  

o Accounts are fully audited. Capable 
network of Trustees; 

o Legal, management, entrepreneurial, 
financial skills are all well represented; 

o Is to be composed of competent and 
experienced Trustee representatives and 
construction professionals;  

o The completion of Stage 1 Whare Tupuna 
Restoration is set for early 2023. The subsequent 
Stage 2 – new Hub Centre facility will continue the 
momentum started with Stage 1 for Marae 
members, related affiliates, funders and general 
public good-will; 

o Should political and/or financial winds shift 
however, this Feasibility Study report recognises that 
Stage 2 the new Hub Centre facility is an immediate 
and long-term Marae asset; 

o Potential Pitfalls (and mitigating measures):  

o Funding bodies typically signal that there 
are no additional funds made available 
for project cost overruns. The risk to 
funders is thus an incomplete project and 
this will undoubtedly reflect poorly on both 
them and the Marae. However, the 
appointment of a competent Quantity 
Surveyor with a clearly defined role either 
as the Project Manager or as Financial 
Overseer is intended to mitigate this risk; 

o On completion of Stage 2 the new Hub 
Centre facility, operating expenses are 
likely to be in excess of income for the first 
year/s of operation. To counter this, 
aggressive fund-raising initiatives is 
recommended, regular hireage (e.g. 
weekly gatherings/clubs), along with other 
inventive means of augmenting income.  

 

SALMOND REED ARCHITECTS March 2022 
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BUDGET COST ANALYSIS 

Assessment Date. 18 March 20226357File.

p. +64 9 303 1751
e. office@emmittgroup.co.nz
w. www.emmitt.co.nz

Emmitt Consultants Ltd.
P.O.Box 911378
Victoria St West 1142
Auckland

6357 - Te Tii Waitangi Marae - Proposed NEW HUB CENTRE
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Please find enclosed our Budget Cost Analysis for the above property. This assessment is based on the drawings 

and associated information supplied by the Architect/Client.

Our assessment as at the assessment date, is deemed to be for the purpose of confirming that your budget is in 

line with your developed design. 

The analysis uses expected construction related costs based on developed information at todays market rates, 

which are subject to cost fluctuations. This assessment is deemed to be valid for a period of 12 months.

If the proposed plans and budget expectations are not inline, this budget cost analysis provides an elementary 

breakdown to highlight the elements of the building where large amounts of the costs are being allocated.

This will then allow the client and architect a chance to evaluate and determine whether the design is a feasible 

option for what your budget allows, before going to the next stage with your proposed design and keeping your 

budget on track.

Subject to the above comments and the Terms and Conditions, please find attached

our assessment for the above project as at the date of assessment.

Kindly contact the undersigned if you have any further queries regarding the above

assessment.

Yours faithfully,

Nigel Emmitt NZCQS, MNZIQS 

BUDGET COST ANALYSIS 

6357 - Te Tii Waitangi Marae - Proposed NEW HUB CENTRE

Dear Sir/Madam,

p. +64 9 303 1751
e. office@emmittgroup.co.nz
w. www.emmitt.co.nz

Emmitt Consultants Ltd.
P.O.Box 911378
Victoria St West 1142
Auckland
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SUMMARY

Drawings prepared by:

6357 - 6357 - Te Tii Waitangi Marae - Proposed NEW HUB CENTRE 
Friday, 18 March 2022

1. Site Preparation $  8,150.00

2. Demolition $  20,365.00

3. Foundations $  53,100.00

4. Exterior Walls $  140,218.00

5. Internal Walls $  117,900.00

6. Roof $  87,280.00

7. Ceilings/Soffits $  31,260.00

8. Floor Coverings $  19,800.00

9. Services $  61,400.00

10. Fittings $  24,600.00

11. Allowances $  7,000.00

12. Verandahs $  81,200.00

13. External Works $  5,360.00

14. Associated costs $  340,600.00

TOTAL COST $  1,147,967.95

G.S.T $  149,734.95

SUBTOTAL $  998,233.00

All rates include labour, materials, fixings, wastage etc.

Exclusions if any include: AE&C Fees, Council Fees, and Soft furnishings.

p. +64 9 303 1751
e. office@emmittgroup.co.nz
w. www.emmitt.co.nz

Emmitt Consultants Ltd.
P.O.Box 911378
Victoria St West 1142
Auckland
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1. Site Preparation       Qty   Unit Rate $  Total $

1/1A Clear and prepare site for new building works 326 m2 25.00 8,150.00

8,150.00

p. +64 9 303 1751
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Emmitt Consultants Ltd.
P.O.Box 911378
Victoria St West 1142
Auckland
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2. Demolition       Qty   Unit Rate $  Total $

2/1A Demolition work to external walls 107 m2 60.00 6,420.00

2/1B Allowance for demolition work to internal walls 1 sum 1,500.00 1,500.00

2/1C Demolition work to existing roofing and framing 73 m2 35.00 2,555.00

2/1D Remove existing floor 73 m2 30.00 2,190.00

2/1E Remove existing bathroom fitouts 1 sum 600.00 600.00

2/1F Remove existing kitchen fitouts 1 sum 600.00 600.00

2/1G
Allowance for demolition work to existing stone &

concrete pavement
1 sum 5,000.00 5,000.00

2/1H General demolition work to house for new works 1 sum 1,500.00 1,500.00

20,365.00
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3. Foundations       Qty   Unit Rate $  Total $

3/1A
Timber floor framing including foundations

complete
180 m2 190.00 34,200.00

3/1B Plywood board lining fixed to timber framing 180 m2 80.00 14,400.00

3/1C Underfloor insulation 180 m2 25.00 4,500.00

53,100.00
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4. Exterior Walls       Qty   Unit Rate $  Total $

4/1A Timber stud walls 180 m2 160.00 28,800.00

4/1B Triboard sheet wall linings 154 m2 60.00 9,240.00

4/1C Insulation to walls 154 m2 20.00 3,080.00

4/1D Skirting detail 41 m 20.00 820.00

4/1E Building paper to timber framing 154 m2 12.00 1,848.00

4/1F

High grade semi-commercial double glazed

aluminium windows and doors including

hardware etc.

51 m2 1,000.00 51,000.00

4/1G
Timber weatherboards including 20mm cavity

battens, hardware fixings and flashings etc.
154 m2 190.00 29,260.00

4/1H Painting toTriboard sheet linings 154 m2 50.00 7,700.00

4/1J Painting to weatherboards 154 m2 55.00 8,470.00

140,218.00
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5. Internal Walls       Qty   Unit Rate $  Total $

5/1A Timber stud walls 94 m2 140.00 13,160.00

5/1B Triboard sheet wall linings 154 m2 60.00 9,240.00

5/1C Skirting detail 50 m 20.00 1,000.00

5/1D

High grade semi-commercial double glazed

aluminium windows and doors including

hardware etc. (Entry door, Kitchen & WC

windows)

8 m2 1,000.00 8,000.00

5/1E
Single door and frame including architraves and

fixing hardware
5 no 900.00 4,500.00

5/1F
Double cupboard door and frame including

architraves and fixing hardware
1 no 1,000.00 1,000.00

5/1G Hardware supply 6 set 600.00 3,600.00

5/1H Painting to plasterboard wall linings 154 m2 50.00 7,700.00

5/1J Painting to doors and frames 20 m2 75.00 1,500.00

5/1K Trans-Space Spaceseal Operable wall systems 62 m2 1,100.00 68,200.00

117,900.00
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6. Roof       Qty   Unit Rate $  Total $

6/1A
Timber framing for roofing including hardware

fixings etc.
244 m2 180.00 43,920.00

6/1B
Pre-coated longrun metal roofing fixed to timber

framing, include all flashings etc.
244 m2 115.00 28,060.00

6/1C Fascia and barge detail 64 m 120.00 7,680.00

6/1D Gutters 64 m 105.00 6,720.00

6/1E Downpipe 9 m 100.00 900.00

87,280.00
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7. Ceilings/Soffits       Qty   Unit Rate $  Total $

7/1A Ceiling framing 180 m2 30.00 5,400.00

7/1B Standard plasterboard ceiling linings 180 m2 55.00 9,900.00

7/1C Insulation to ceilings 180 m2 25.00 4,500.00

7/1D Cornice detail 123 m 20.00 2,460.00

7/1E Painting to ceiling lining 180 m2 50.00 9,000.00

31,260.00
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8. Floor Coverings       Qty   Unit Rate $  Total $

8/1A Commercial carpet and underlay 153 m2 80.00 12,240.00

8/1B Timber T & G flooring to Kitchen & WC 27 m2 280.00 7,560.00

8/1C
Timber T & G flooring/ Alternative to carpet area

$42,840 ($280/m2)
0.00

19,800.00
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9. Services       Qty   Unit Rate $  Total $

9/1A Plumbing work (include external tap) 5 no 1,500.00 7,500.00

9/1B
General electrical work including standard light

fittings
180 m2 180.00 32,400.00

9/1C Ventilation to bathrooms 2 no 400.00 800.00

9/1D
High-wall mounted heat pumps in Open Meeting

Space and smaller Meeting Room
1 sum 7,500.00 7,500.00

9/1E Hot water heating 1 sum 3,200.00 3,200.00

9/1F Drainage 1 sum 10,000.00 10,000.00

61,400.00
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10. Fittings       Qty   Unit Rate $  Total $

10/1A Kitchen fittings 1 sum 20,000.00 20,000.00

10/1B Towel rail including supply and installation 2 no 500.00 1,000.00

10/1C

Bathroom vanity unit and washhand basin

complete, including installation, taps and mixers

and the like

1 no 1,200.00 1,200.00

10/1D Toilets and cisterns including installation etc. 2 no 900.00 1,800.00

10/1E Mirror 1 no 600.00 600.00

24,600.00
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11. Allowances       Qty   Unit Rate $  Total $

11/1A General joinery fittings built in 1 sum 2,000.00 2,000.00

11/1B
Allowance for general & security lighting

in/around building and verandahs
1 sum 5,000.00 5,000.00

7,000.00
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12. Verandahs       Qty   Unit Rate $  Total $

12/1A Timber framing including foundations for deck 72 m2 180.00 12,960.00

12/1B Timber decking 72 m2 160.00 11,520.00

12/1C Timber stairs to deck 1 sum 2,000.00 2,000.00

12/1D
Timber posts including detailing's to match

original
21 no 350.00 7,350.00

12/1E Timber balustrade 51 m2 120.00 6,120.00

12/1F Verandah roof 75 m2 550.00 41,250.00

81,200.00
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13. External Works       Qty   Unit Rate $  Total $

13/1A Timber ramp 8 m2 230.00 1,840.00

13/1B Timber framing including foundations for deck 3 m2 180.00 540.00

13/1C Timber decking 3 m2 160.00 480.00

13/1D Timber stairs to deck 1 sum 2,500.00 2,500.00

5,360.00
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14. Associated costs       Qty   Unit Rate $  Total $

14/1A Scafolding sum 0.00

14/1B Preliminary and general (15%) 1 sum 98,600.00 98,600.00

14/1C Main contractors margin (10%) 1 sum 75,600.00 75,600.00

14/1D Contingency sum (20%) 1 sum 166,400.00 166,400.00

340,600.00
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All allowances, provisions or assumptions regarding inflationary cost increases or other cost-increase events or causes are given solely to 

provide a degree of protection against potential cost changes during the 12 months immediately following the date of the report. The actual 

extent or nature of any such cost changes after the date of this report are entirely outside the control of Emmitt Consultants however, and no 

warranty whatsoever is given re the accuracy of such estimates or the sufficiency of any such provisions or allowances.

The information in the report has been prepared solely to assist the named client who commissioned the report with establishing that their 

budget is generally in line with the developed design. If the budget and the design are not inline, the developed budget cost analysis gives an 

elementry breakdown to allow the client with the architect to adjust the design with a degree of understanding of  where the large cost are 

being expended to keep the design and budget as close as possible with minimal expenditure in design fees. The budget cost analysis may not 

be used for any other purpose or relied upon by any other party without the prior written consent of Emmitt Consultants;

This report may not be included (whether whole or in part) in any published document, circular or statement without the written approval of 

Emmitt Consultants as to the form and content in which any part of this report will appear.

Where any information used to provide this report has been provided by the named client, Emmitt Consultants may rely on that information 

without independently verifying it (unless expressly instructed to undertake such verification).

the value or cost of the land itself;

any loss of rent or outgoings, and/or the costs of providing/obtaining interim alternative premises, during the construction period;

any additional costs caused by:

undue time delays in obtaining any relevant or required consents for reconstruction;

the existing property or building not complying, as at the date of this report, with any applicable legislation, regulations or bylaws (this 

report assumes that the building complies with the Building Act 1991 and all building codes and regulations which apply as at the date 

of this report);

any existing improvements on the property not being lying fully within the title boundaries of the property;

any need to comply with the Resource Management Act 1991 (or any substitute legislation);any need to comply with any new 

legislation, regulations or bylaws not fully in force or applying as at the date of this report;

the applicable District Plan not allowing erection of a similar building on the same site for any reason;

any detrimental or restrictive registrations against the title of the property (including wahi tapu and/or Historic places Trust 

registrations); inflationary factors affecting the market for building or construction materials and services (except to the extent covered 

by the standard “contingencies” provision factored into the assessment);

any need to remove any contamination or noxious materials, or to remove debris on adjoining properties/premises;

any other matter, change or event whatsoever which was not reasonably foreseeable by Emmitt Consultants as at the date of this report.

The figures contained in this report do not include any allowance for:

The estimated costs set out in this assessment report are the opinion of Emmitt Consultants Limited (“Emmitt

Consultants”), of the likely cost, using costs/pricing commonly applicable as at the date of the assessment report, using 

currently available equivalent materials and techniques, assuming the work was put out for fixed price tender to a reasonable 

number of Licensed Building Practitioners licensed to undertake such work, and using a principal consultant to undertake the 

work, on the basis of a reputable form of building contract commonly utilised in the New Zealand market as at the date of this 

report. Emmitt Consultants does not warrant or guarantee that any particular contractor will agree to undertake or complete 

the work for the estimated value;

TERMS CONDITIONS & DISCLAIMERS

March 2022Date.6357File.
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Definitions  and Explanation  of Terms

This budget cost analysis is based on the assumption that construction works will be competitively tendered. In 

order to maintain accuracy and robustness of the budget due to the frequent market rate movements within the 

construction industry, we recommend that this budget is updated again at tender drawings stage.

2.0 Basis  of Valuation

G.S.T: 

Council Costs:

AE & C Fees:

Contingencies:

Margins and 

Overheads:

Preliminaries:

Assessment Date: The date in which the assessment was completed. All terms and conditions are therefore relevant 

as of this date.

Preliminary costs are expenses that will be incurred during construction, which are directly 

related to the running of the project and have not been included in the materials, labour or 

overheads. Preliminary costs apply to all projects no matter their size or quality. Ordering 

materials, supervising workers and attending site meetings must be taken into consideration as 

they contribute to the cost of the project.

This figure reflects the amount the contractor, i.e. the builder, is to be paid for completing the 

required works.

A contingency sum is a predetermined sum of money designated for a yet to be determined 

issue that can change the scope of the work during the actual construction of a project. It has 

been stated often that construction is more an art than a science. Therefore it is impossible to 

know in advance every issue or challenge that will be encountered.

This reflects the Architects, Engineers and Consultancy fees associated with the construction of 

the property. This covers the work done by each respective party however is just a general 

assumption and may fluctuate depending on the specifics of the property.

This reflects all council costs associated with the construction of the property.

To be included in the assessment.

1.0 General
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General Site Photographs #1 
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General Site Photographs #2 
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General Site Photographs #3 
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General Site Photographs #4 
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General Site Photographs #5 
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Hub Photographs #1 
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Hub Photographs #2 
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Wharekai Photographs #1 
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Wharekai Photographs #2 
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Wharekai Photographs #3 
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Wharekai Photographs #4 
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Laundry, Office, Stores, Chiller Photographs #1 
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Laundry, Office, Stores, Chiller Photographs #2 
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Laundry, Office, Stores, Chiller Photographs #3 
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Wharepaku Photographs #1 
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Wharepaku Photographs #2 
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Wharepaku Photographs #3 
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Wharepaku Photographs #4 
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1. Introduction 
This Condition Assessment report was prepared by 

Salmond Reed Architects (SRA) at the request of the Te Tii 

Marae Trustees in support of funding applications, 

principally from the Department of Internal Affairs and 

Foundation North. 

The purpose of the study is to assess the present (2021) 

condition of the whare tupuna, Te Tiriti O Waitangi, and to 

gauge seismic- and/or structural-upgrading, general 

repairs and conservation works deemed necessary to bring 

the building up to good condition and provide longevity of 

use for future years. 

This report does not purport to form a full and complete 

building survey, as full access to all portions of the whare 

was not possible (eg. sub-floor and roof-space). Visual and 

photographic inspections were carried out from ground 

level. 

Project related cost estimates provided in this report are 

offered as guides to assist with budgets and are, as such, 

approximations based on SRA’s experience of similar work 

undertaken on similar projects. Accurate costings are only 

available once detailed design, documentation and 

specifications are produced by consultants and these 

documents costed by a quantity surveyor. 

This report is to be read as an Addendum to the original 
Condition Assessment prepared by SRA in April 2011. 

The 2011 Condition Assessment was broken into six 

sections: 

• Section 1 Preamble; a brief introduction to the project. 

• Section 2 History; refers to the history and background 
of the marae and whare tupuna. 

• Section 3 Description; outlines the overall 
configuration and general condition of the existing 
building. 

• Section 4 General Condition; outlines the general, 
overall condition of the whare and makes 
recommendations for remedial work. 

• Section 5 Conservation and the ICOMOS Charter 

• Section 6 Photograph Credits. 

• Appendix 1 Drawings 

This Addendum comprising a follow up to the 2011 
condition report, as previously noted, should be read in 
conjunction with the 2011 report.  

The Trustees have approached SRA to comment on the 
present condition of the building, given the building has 
deteriorated further over the previous ten years. 
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For this Addendum report, Te Tii Marae was visited on 13th 

August 2021 by Lloyd Macomber of SRA whose 

observations form the basis of this report.  

 

 

2. Condition 
 
EXTERIOR EXTERIOR EXTERIOR EXTERIOR  

Generally, cracks in exterior walls (evident in 2011) have 

expanded. Whilst there is no evidence of water ingress, it is 

inevitable that rainwater will eventually penetrate the walls. 

Window joinery has deteriorated to such an extent that 

considerable repairs or full replacement is necessary. 

Paintwork to concrete walls is beginning to flake and fade.  

Organic growths (trees, shrubs, similar) particularly those 

on the south side of the building are aggravating the 

damage noted: mould, lichen, rot all are more serious than 

in 2011. 

Drainage is ‘as sighted’ in 2011 and possibly contributing 

to much the clay heave noted in 2011, resulting in most of 

the wall cracks observed. Solutions remain as 

recommended in 2011. 

Nail heads and other steel fastenings (eg. tie-rod ends) are 

beginning to rust and will eventually fail.  

Recommendations:Recommendations:Recommendations:Recommendations:    

• Tie-rod ends – plates corroded. Rust arrest or 

replacement with stainless steel as necessary; 

 

ROOF 

Roofing appears to be recent and appears in good 

condition. Rainwater goods (spoutings, downpipes) are well 

used although appear to function adequately. 

Recommendations:Recommendations:Recommendations:Recommendations:    

• Roofing – retain, clean. Review condition of 

flashings, replace if ineffective or unsound; 

 

PAINT 

Exterior paintwork appears to be recent and in fair 

condition. Modern coatings conceal early or original paint 

which appears to be a breathable (vapour transmissible) 

lime wash or similar.  Biological growths discolour the rear 

wall of the mattress store. Windows require urgent attention 

as paint is oxidizing and flaking. 
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RecommendationsRecommendationsRecommendationsRecommendations: 

• Full removal of modern paint system from concrete 
walls, revealing lime wash, possible application of 
new lime wash finish; 

• Remove organic growths by applying a biocide; 

• Prepare, prime and paint all windows following full 
replacement outlined elsewhere in this report; 

 

MISCELLANEOUS 

At the north-eastern corner of the building, a cable 

termination block has become dislodged and is dangling at 

the end of a piece of cable leaving an open penetration at 

the north-west corner of the building; 

Front porch - a portion of the metal pipework handrail has 

rusted and become dislodged; 

RecommendationsRecommendationsRecommendationsRecommendations: 

• Reinstate or remove cable and termination block 
as required. Fill hole with epoxy mortar and 
repaint; 

 

IIIINTERIOR NTERIOR NTERIOR NTERIOR     

With the exception of the    obvious cracking in walls around 

several windows, the interior appeared to be in good 

condition apart from some evidence of incipient 

degradation in timber grounds beneath a portion of 

dislodged wainscoting.  

Internal cracks are more evident, particularly around 

window openings. A minor borer infestation requires 

investigation and removal.  Mould growth on ceilings is 

suggestive of lack of ventilation and insulation. 

 

FIRE SAFETY 

As previously observed, there are few provisions for fire 

safety in the building: There appears to be no extinguishers, 

hose reels or other first-aid fire-fighting equipment and the 

single domestic smoke alarm in the mattress store has been 

partially dismantled. 

Egress, on the other hand, appears to be reasonable with 

two separate means of escape.  Adequacy should be 

checked by a fire engineer by way of a fire report. 

Both the New Zealand Fire Service and SRA recommend 

the installation of sprinklers to the Whare Tupuna, not only 

to protect the building and its contents but also its sleeping 

occupants. 
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3. Cost Estimates 
    

EXTERIOREXTERIOREXTERIOREXTERIOR    

no item  description  high-level estimate  

1 Exterior wall 

cracks, base 

wall under-

pinning, repairs  

Apply injection repair system, 

replaster (including porch 

columns as required)    

$100,000 

2 Timber sub-

floor & 

foundations 

Create access hatch through 

interior floor, assess 

condition of sub-floor 

framing, bearers and piles, 

repair/replace as required 

25,000 

3 Roofing Remove metal roofing and 

flashings (for roof-space 

access for seismic 

strengthening), reinstate 

(clean) roofing with new 

flashings on new roofing 

underlay and purlins 

15,000 

4 Roof-space 

seismic 

strengthening 

Access to roof-space, new 

structure/connections, 

protection of ceiling 

50,000 

5 Roof-

space/ceiling 

insulation 

Clean out space, supply & 

install insulation when 

exposed 

5,000 

6 Exterior timbers  Fascias, barges, trims, door 

sills – repair or replacement 

10,000 

7 Windows (10 

no) 

Remove from rough 

openings, repairs to 

openings, new flashings, 

supply & install new windows 

(to match existing) 

50,000 

8 Metal tie-rods Remove, replace corroded 

plates, prep and rust-arrest 

coat exposed tie-rods 

10,000 

9 Door & window 

hardware 

(exposed to 

exterior) 

Remove, replace corroded 

hardware 

2,500 
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10 Painting Preparation & coating 

systems applied to all 

previously painted surfaces  

50,000 

11 Ventilation 

grilles (base 

walls) 

Remove existing, refurbish, 

repair or replace (if missing) 

to match existing 

2,500 

12 Vents: gable 

ends (2 no) 

Remove existing vents from 

front and rear gable ends, 

replace both (to match entry 

gable) 

2,500 

13 Spouting, 

downpipes, 

sumps 

Replace existing with new 

upvc 

2,500 

14 Perimeter 

drainage & 

stormwater 

soakage pit 

Remove planting from 

around building, new 

drainage to perimeter of 

building, drainage to 

soakage pit   

10,000 

15 Entry ramp Remove non-compliant 

(steep) ramp and metal 

handrails (retain porch 

landing), new concrete ramp 

(NZBC compliant), new 

metal handrails. Allowance 

to modify/new path at base 

of ramp 

30,000 

16 Entry porch  Retain concrete landing, 

repair at door threshold, new 

weather-screening to porch 

sides (keep shoes dry) 

15,000 

17 Lighting Allowance for 

new/additional security 

lighting 

5,000 

    

 sub-total #1  $385,000 

 contingency Allowance of 20% sub-total 

#1 

77,000 

 sub-total #2  462,000 

 GST 15% 69,300 

    TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL EXTERIOREXTERIOREXTERIOREXTERIOR    $531,000$531,000$531,000$531,000    
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    ININININTERIORTERIORTERIORTERIOR    

no item  description  high-level estimate  

1 Flooring  Remove floor coverings, inspect 

condition of flooring, 

repair/replace unsound 

floorboards, install new carpet on 

underlay    

$25,000 

2 Built-in 

seating 

Remove seating squabs, 

inspect/repair/refurbish timber 

carcasses and armrests, new 

fabric/foam squabs 

20,000 

3 Timber wall 

panelling & 

trims 

(excludes 

rear wall) 

Remove panelling and trims, 

repair structural cracks in 

concrete walls (if any), install 

insulation, new timber fixing-

battens, reinstate salvaged linings 

and trims, replace as required 

50,000 

4 Interior wall 

cracks 

Apply injection repair system, 

replaster  

50,000 

5 Painting Preparation & coating systems 

applied to all previously painted 

surfaces 

50,000 

6 Lighting & 

electrical  

Allowance to increase quantity or 

quality of lighting 

10,000 

7 Wall 

display 

cabinets (8 

no) 

Allowance for new glass display 

cabinets located on N & S walls 

only) between windows, sitting on 

dado rails, secured into walls 

50,000 

8 Storage 

room – 

flooring 

Remove vinyl floorcovering, 

inspect/repair unsound timber 

floorboards (as required) 

5,000 

9 Storage 

room – 

linings & 

insulation 

Remove linings, 

repair/supplement fixing battens, 

install insulation, new linings 

25,000 

10 Storage 

room – 

fittings & 

fixtures 

Allowance for storage cabinets, 

cupboards, shelving, mattress 

racks 

25,000 

11 Storage 

room - 

ventilation 

Install passive ventilation 

measure/s into room (for 

mattresses) 

10,000 
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12 Fire 

protection 

system  

Allowance for sprinkler system   100,000 

    

 sub-total 

#1 

 $420,000 

 contingency Allowance of 20% sub-total #1 84,000 

 sub-total 

#2 

 504,000 

 GST 15% 75,600 

 TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL INTERIORINTERIORINTERIORINTERIOR $$$$579579579579,600,600,600,600    

    

    

ASSOCIATED STRUCTURESASSOCIATED STRUCTURESASSOCIATED STRUCTURESASSOCIATED STRUCTURES    

no item  description  high-level estimate  

1 Waharoa 

(gateway)  

General repairs & maintenance     $10,000 

2 Paepae 

(shelter) 

Deconstruct, salvage useable 

materials, reconstruct in 

location back from new (longer) 

entry ramp 

20,000 

3 Bell structure General repairs & maintenance, 

new shingle roofing, repainting 

1,000 

4 Landscaping Allowance for modifications to 

existing layout (paving, lawn, 

vegetation) 

10,000 

    

 sub-total #1  $50,000 

 contingency Allowance of 20% sub-total #1 10,000 

 sub-total #2  60,000 

 GST 15% 9,000 

 TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL ASSOASSOASSOASSOCIATED STRUCTURESCIATED STRUCTURESCIATED STRUCTURESCIATED STRUCTURES $69,000$69,000$69,000$69,000    
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WHARE TUPUNA WHARE TUPUNA WHARE TUPUNA WHARE TUPUNA BUILDING WORKSBUILDING WORKSBUILDING WORKSBUILDING WORKS    COST SUMMARYCOST SUMMARYCOST SUMMARYCOST SUMMARY    

item   high-level estimate  

EXTERIOR EXTERIOR EXTERIOR EXTERIOR         $462,000 

ININININTERIORTERIORTERIORTERIOR  420,000 

ASSOCIATED ASSOCIATED ASSOCIATED ASSOCIATED 

STRUCTURESSTRUCTURESSTRUCTURESSTRUCTURES 

 60,000 

Sub-total #1  942,000 

GST 15% 141,300 

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL  $1,083,300$1,083,300$1,083,300$1,083,300    

    

    

WHARE TUPUNA WHARE TUPUNA WHARE TUPUNA WHARE TUPUNA PROFESSIONAL PROFESSIONAL PROFESSIONAL PROFESSIONAL FEESFEESFEESFEES    SUMMARYSUMMARYSUMMARYSUMMARY    

consultant  description  high-level estimate  

Heritage/Design 

Architect/Contract 

Administration/Lead 

consultant    

    $85,000 

Structural engineer  25,000 

Geotechnical engineer  5,000 

Quantity surveyor  5,000 

Planner   5,000 

Fire safety engineer   5,000 

FNDC consent fees  10,000 

sub-total #1  140,000 

contingency  Allowance of 20% sub-total #1 28,000 

sub-total #2  168,000 

GST 15% 25,200 

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL  $$$$193,2193,2193,2193,200000000    
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4.    Conclusion 
    

In the 10 years since our initial inspection, Te Tiriti O 
Waitangi whare has continued to prevail as a house of 

national historical significance. This standing is despite a 

continued and unrelenting decline in physical condition.  

Essentially a simple plan with gable-ended roof, the whare 

is overdue a comprehensive restoration to not only arrest 

the decline in its condition, but futureproof it by seismically 

and structurally upgrading the concrete building. Of 

particular concern is the extent to which cracks in concrete 

walls have increased in magnitude: the need for repairs is 

now urgent. 

Added to this is a recommendation to replace all timber 

windows due to their failed state. Although intrusive, this is 

long overdue. 

Inside Te Tiriti O Waitangi, cracks in concrete walls are 

evident, and while finishes to floors, walls and ceilings 

appear sound, there is opportunity (with seismic and 

structural upgrades revealing structure) to consider 

upgrading coverings, finishes, built-in seating, decoration 

and adding taonga display cases. The storage room to the 

rear is also subject to opportunity: and fittings and fixtures 

for storage and mattress stacking logical upgrades.  

Salmond Reed Architects’ continued interest in assisting Te 

Tii Marae - with the careful, considered and sympathetic 

restoration of the venerable Te Tiriti O Waitangi whare - 

remains strong. SRA see this as the start of vital building 

developments on the Marae and look forward to being of 

service to Te Tii Marae for years to come.  
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 1111 Marae waharoa. SRA 2021 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 2222 Te Tiriti O Waitangi. SRA 2021 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333 Te Tiriti O Waitangi, entry. SRA 2021 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444 Te Tiriti O Waitangi, monument at left, paepae at right. SRA 2021 
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Figure 5Figure 5Figure 5Figure 5 Te Tiriti O Waitangi, from south. SRA 2021 

Figure 6Figure 6Figure 6Figure 6 Te Tiriti O Waitangi, from north. SRA 2021 
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Figure 7Figure 7Figure 7Figure 7 Te Tiriti O Waitangi, rear. SRA 2021 

Figure 8Figure 8Figure 8Figure 8 Te Tiriti O Waitangi, foundation stone. SRA 2021 
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Figure 9Figure 9Figure 9Figure 9    Crack above window in entry (east) wall (Refer Figure 20). SRA 2021 

Figure 10Figure 10Figure 10Figure 10    Entry porch - cracking in column. SRA 2021 
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Figure 11Figure 11Figure 11Figure 11    Paint failure (revealing earlier tan colour), rotten timber window. SRA 

2021 

Figure 12Figure 12Figure 12Figure 12    Entry porch – concrete floor failure at door threshold. SRA 2021 
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Figure 13Figure 13Figure 13Figure 13    Rear wall – non-original roof-space vent, unsound timber beam. SRA 2021 

Figure 14Figure 14Figure 14Figure 14    Foundation base wall – raised ground level, damaged metal ventilation grate. SRA 2021 
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Figure 15Figure 15Figure 15Figure 15    Wall failure (behind missing batten). SRA 

2021 

Figure 16Figure 16Figure 16Figure 16    Entry doors, corroded hinge. SRA 

2021 

Figure 17Figure 17Figure 17Figure 17    From north, bell structure at right. SRA 2021 
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Figure 18Figure 18Figure 18Figure 18 Interior, looking west. SRA 2021 

Figure 19Figure 19Figure 19Figure 19 Interior, looking south. SRA 2021 
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Figure 20Figure 20Figure 20Figure 20 Interior, crack in entry (east) wall (Refer Figure 9). SRA 2021 

Figure 21Figure 21Figure 21Figure 21 Interior view of failed window sill. SRA 2021 
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Figure 22Figure 22Figure 22Figure 22 Interior, rotten framing timber behind panelling, revealing galvanised window sill tray flashing. Note, borer. 
SRA 2021 

Figure 23Figure 23Figure 23Figure 23 Interior view of rear door, failed threshold floor framing. SRA 2021 
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ICOMOS New Zealand 

Charter  
for the Conservation of Places of 

Cultural Heritage Value  

Revised 2010 

 

Preamble 

New Zealand retains a unique assemblage of places of cultural 

heritage value relating to its indigenous and more recent peoples.  

These areas, cultural landscapes and features, buildings and 

structures, gardens, archaeological sites, traditional sites, 

monuments, and sacred places are treasures of distinctive value 

that have accrued meanings over time.  New Zealand shares a 

general responsibility with the rest of humanity to safeguard its 

cultural heritage places for present and future generations.  More 

specifically, the people of New Zealand have particular ways of 

perceiving, relating to, and conserving their cultural heritage 

places. 

Following the spirit of the International Charter for the Conservation 

and Restoration of Monuments and Sites (the Venice Charter - 

1964), this charter sets out principles to guide the conservation of 

places of cultural heritage value in New Zealand.  It is a statement 

of professional principles for members of ICOMOS New Zealand.   

This charter is also intended to guide all those involved in the 

various aspects of conservation work, including owners, guardians, 

managers, developers, planners, architects, engineers, 

craftspeople and those in the construction trades, heritage 

practitioners and advisors, and local and central government 

authorities.  It offers guidance for communities, organisations, and 

individuals involved with the conservation and management of 

cultural heritage places.   

This charter should be made an integral part of statutory or 

regulatory heritage management policies or plans, and should 

provide support for decision makers in statutory or regulatory 

processes. 

Each article of this charter must be read in the light of all the others.  

Words in bold in the text are defined in the definitions section of this 

charter.   

This revised charter was adopted by the New Zealand National 

Committee of the International Council on Monuments and Sites at 

its meeting on 4 September 2010. 

 

Purpose of conservation 

1. The purpose of conservation 

 

The purpose of conservation is to care for places of cultural 

heritage value.  
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In general, such places:  

(i) have lasting values and can be appreciated in 

their own right; 

(ii) inform us about the past and the cultures of 

those who came before us; 

(iii) provide tangible evidence of the continuity 

between past, present, and future; 

(iv) underpin and reinforce community identity and 

relationships to ancestors and the land; and 

(v) provide a measure against which the 

achievements of the present can be compared. 

It is the purpose of conservation to retain and reveal such values, 

and to support the ongoing meanings and functions of places of 

cultural heritage value, in the interests of present and future 

generations. 

Conservation principles 

2. Understanding cultural heritage value 

Conservation of a place should be based on an understanding 

and appreciation of all aspects of its cultural heritage value, both 

tangible and intangible.   All available forms of knowledge and 

evidence provide the means of understanding a place and its 

cultural heritage value and cultural heritage significance.  Cultural 

heritage value should be understood through consultation with 

connected people, systematic documentary and oral research, 

physical investigation and recording of the place, and other 

relevant methods. 

All relevant cultural heritage values should be recognised, 

respected, and, where appropriate, revealed, including values 

which differ, conflict, or compete. 

The policy for managing all aspects of a place, including its 

conservation and its use, and the implementation of the policy, 

must be based on an understanding of its cultural heritage value.   

 

3. Indigenous cultural heritage 

The indigenous cultural heritage of tangata whenua relates to 

whanau, hapu, and iwi groups.  It shapes identity and enhances 

well-being, and it has particular cultural meanings and values for 

the present, and associations with those who have gone before.  

Indigenous cultural heritage brings with it responsibilities of 

guardianship and the practical application and passing on of 

associated knowledge, traditional skills, and practices. 

The Treaty of Waitangi is the founding document of our nation.  

Article 2 of the Treaty recognises and guarantees the protection of 

tino rangatiratanga, and so empowers kaitiakitanga as customary 

trusteeship to be exercised by tangata whenua.  This customary 

trusteeship is exercised over their taonga, such as sacred and 

traditional places, built heritage, traditional practices, and other 

cultural heritage resources.  This obligation extends beyond current 

legal ownership wherever such cultural heritage exists.  

Particular matauranga, or knowledge of cultural heritage meaning, 

value, and practice, is associated with places. Matauranga is 

sustained and transmitted through oral, written, and physical forms 

determined by tangata whenua.  The conservation of such places is 

therefore conditional on decisions made in associated tangata 
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whenua communities, and should proceed only in this context.  In 

particular, protocols of access, authority, ritual, and practice are 

determined at a local level and should be respected. 

 

 

4. Planning for conservation  

Conservation should be subject to prior documented assessment 

and planning. 

All conservation work should be based on a conservation plan 

which identifies the cultural heritage value and cultural heritage 

significance of the place, the conservation policies, and the extent 

of the recommended works.  

The conservation plan should give the highest priority to the 

authenticity and integrity of the place. 

Other guiding documents such as, but not limited to, management 

plans, cyclical maintenance plans, specifications for conservation 

work, interpretation plans, risk mitigation plans, or emergency plans 

should be guided by a conservation plan. 

 

5. Respect for surviving evidence and 

knowledge  

Conservation maintains and reveals the authenticity and integrity 

of a place, and involves the least possible loss of fabric or evidence 

of cultural heritage value.  Respect for all forms of knowledge and 

existing evidence, of both tangible and intangible values, is 

essential to the authenticity and integrity of the place. 

Conservation recognises the evidence of time and the 

contributions of all periods.  The conservation of a place should 

identify and respect all aspects of its cultural heritage value without 

unwarranted emphasis on any one value at the expense of others. 

The removal or obscuring of any physical evidence of any period or 

activity should be minimised, and should be explicitly justified where 

it does occur.  The fabric of a particular period or activity may be 

obscured or removed if assessment shows that its removal would 

not diminish the cultural heritage value of the place. 

In conservation, evidence of the functions and intangible meanings 

of places of cultural heritage value should be respected. 

 

6.  Minimum intervention 

Work undertaken at a place of cultural heritage value should 

involve the least degree of intervention consistent with 

conservation and the principles of this charter.   

Intervention should be the minimum necessary to ensure the 

retention of tangible and intangible values and the continuation of 

uses integral to those values.  The removal of fabric or the alteration 

of features and spaces that have cultural heritage value should be 

avoided.   
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7. Physical investigation 

Physical investigation of a place provides primary evidence that 

cannot be gained from any other source.  Physical investigation 

should be carried out according to currently accepted professional 

standards, and should be documented through systematic 

recording.   

Invasive investigation of fabric of any period should be carried out 

only where knowledge may be significantly extended, or where it is 

necessary to establish the existence of fabric of cultural heritage 

value, or where it is necessary for conservation work, or where such 

fabric is about to be damaged or destroyed or made inaccessible.  

The extent of invasive investigation should minimise the disturbance 

of significant fabric.  

 

8. Use 

The conservation of a place of cultural heritage value is usually 

facilitated by the place serving a useful purpose.   

Where the use of a place is integral to its cultural heritage value, 

that use should be retained.   

Where a change of use is proposed, the new use should be 

compatible with the cultural heritage value of the place, and 

should have little or no adverse effect on the cultural heritage 

value.   

 

9. Setting 

Where the setting of a place is integral to its cultural heritage value, 

that setting should be conserved with the place itself.  If the setting 

no longer contributes to the cultural heritage value of the place, 

and if reconstruction of the setting can be justified, any 

reconstruction of the setting should be based on an understanding 

of all aspects of the cultural heritage value of the place.   

 

10. Relocation 

The on-going association of a structure or feature of cultural 

heritage value with its location, site, curtilage, and setting is 

essential to its authenticity and integrity.  Therefore, a structure or 

feature of cultural heritage value should remain on its original site. 

Relocation of a structure or feature of cultural heritage value,  

where its removal is required in order to clear its site for a different 

purpose or construction, or where its removal is required to enable 

its use on a different site, is not a desirable outcome and is not a 

conservation process. 

In exceptional circumstances, a structure of cultural heritage value 

may be relocated if its current site is in imminent danger, and if all 

other means of retaining the structure in its current location have 

been exhausted.  In this event, the new location should provide a 

setting compatible with the cultural heritage value of the structure. 

 

11. Documentation and archiving 
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The cultural heritage value and cultural heritage significance of a 

place, and all aspects of its conservation, should be fully 

documented to ensure that this information is available to present 

and future generations.   

Documentation includes information about all changes to the 

place and any decisions made during the conservation process.  

Documentation should be carried out to archival standards to 

maximise the longevity of the record, and should be placed in an 

appropriate archival repository. 

Documentation should be made available to connected people 

and other interested parties.  Where reasons for confidentiality exist, 

such as security, privacy, or cultural appropriateness, some 

information may not always be publicly accessible.   

 

12. Recording 

Evidence provided by the fabric of a place should be identified 

and understood through systematic research, recording, and 

analysis.    

Recording is an essential part of the physical investigation of a 

place.  It informs and guides the conservation process and its 

planning.  Systematic recording should occur prior to, during, and 

following any intervention.  It should include the recording of new 

evidence revealed, and any fabric obscured or removed. 

Recording of the changes to a place should continue throughout 

its life.   

 

13. Fixtures, fittings, and contents 

Fixtures, fittings, and contents that are integral to the cultural 

heritage value of a place should be retained and conserved with 

the place.   Such fixtures, fittings, and contents may include 

carving, painting, weaving, stained glass, wallpaper, surface 

decoration, works of art, equipment and machinery, furniture, and 

personal belongings. 

Conservation of any such material should involve specialist 

conservation expertise appropriate to the material. Where it is 

necessary to remove any such material, it should be recorded, 

retained, and protected, until such time as it can be reinstated. 

 

Conservation processes and practice 

14. Conservation plans 

A conservation plan, based on the principles of this charter, should: 

(i) be based on a comprehensive understanding of 

the cultural heritage value of the place and 

assessment of its cultural heritage significance; 

(ii) include an assessment of the fabric of the place, 

and its condition; 

(iii) give the highest priority to the authenticity and 

integrity of the place; 

(iv) include the entirety of the place, including the 

setting; 
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(v) be prepared by objective professionals in 

appropriate disciplines; 

(vi) consider the needs, abilities, and resources of 

connected people;  

(vii) not be influenced by prior expectations of 

change or development; 

(viii) specify conservation policies to guide decision 

making and to guide any work to be 

undertaken;  

(ix) make recommendations for the conservation of 

the place; and 

(x) be regularly revised and kept up to date. 

 

15. Conservation projects 

Conservation projects should include the following: 

(i) consultation with interested parties and 

connected people, continuing throughout the 

project; 

(ii) opportunities for interested parties and 

connected people to contribute to and 

participate in the project; 

(iii) research into documentary and oral history, 

using all relevant sources and repositories of 

knowledge; 

(iv) physical investigation of the place as 

appropriate; 

(v) use of all appropriate methods of recording, 

such as written, drawn, and photographic; 

(vi) the preparation of a conservation plan which 

meets the principles of this charter; 

(vii) guidance on appropriate use of the place; 

(viii) the implementation of any planned 

conservation work; 

(ix) the documentation of the conservation work as it 

proceeds; and  

(x) where appropriate, the deposit of all records in 

an archival repository. 

A conservation project must not be commenced until any required 

statutory authorisation has been granted. 

 

16. Professional, trade, and craft skills 

All aspects of conservation work should be planned, directed, 

supervised, and undertaken by people with appropriate 

conservation training and experience directly relevant to the 

project. 

All conservation disciplines, arts, crafts, trades, and traditional skills 

and practices that are relevant to the project should be applied 

and promoted. 
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17. Degrees of intervention for conservation 

purposes 

Following research, recording, assessment, and planning, 

intervention for conservation purposes may include, in increasing 

degrees of intervention: 

(i) preservation, through stabilisation, maintenance, 

or repair; 

(ii) restoration, through reassembly, reinstatement, 

or removal; 

(iii) reconstruction; and 

(iv) adaptation. 

In many conservation projects a range of processes may be 

utilised.  Where appropriate, conservation processes may be 

applied to individual parts or components of a place of cultural 

heritage value. 

The extent of any intervention for conservation purposes should be 

guided by the cultural heritage value of a place and the policies 

for its management as identified in a conservation plan.  Any 

intervention which would reduce or compromise cultural heritage 

value is undesirable and should not occur.   

Preference should be given to the least degree of intervention, 

consistent with this charter.   

Re-creation, meaning the conjectural reconstruction of a structure 

or place; replication, meaning to make a copy of an existing or 

former structure or place; or the construction of generalised 

representations of typical features or structures, are not 

conservation processes and are outside the scope of this charter. 

 

18.  Preservation 

Preservation of a place involves as little intervention as possible, to 

ensure its long-term survival and the continuation of its cultural 

heritage value.  

Preservation processes should not obscure or remove the patina of 

age, particularly where it contributes to the authenticity and 

integrity of the place, or where it contributes to the structural 

stability of materials. 

i.   Stabilisation 

Processes of decay should be slowed by providing 

treatment or support.   

ii.   Maintenance 

A place of cultural heritage value should be maintained 

regularly.  Maintenance should be carried out according 

to a plan or work programme. 

iii.   Repair  

Repair of a place of cultural heritage value should utilise 

matching or similar materials.  Where it is necessary to 

employ new materials, they should be distinguishable by 

experts, and should be documented.   

Traditional methods and materials should be given 

preference in conservation work.   
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Repair of a technically higher standard than that 

achieved with the existing materials or construction 

practices may be justified only where the stability or life 

expectancy of the site or material is increased, where the 

new material is compatible with the old, and where the 

cultural heritage value is not diminished.   

 

19. Restoration 

The process of restoration typically involves reassembly and 

reinstatement, and may involve the removal of accretions that 

detract from the cultural heritage value of a place. 

Restoration is based on respect for existing fabric, and on the 

identification and analysis of all available evidence, so that the 

cultural heritage value of a place is recovered or revealed.  

Restoration should be carried out only if the cultural heritage value 

of the place is recovered or revealed by the process.   

Restoration does not involve conjecture. 

i.    Reassembly and reinstatement 

Reassembly uses existing material and, through the process of 

reinstatement, returns it to its former position.  Reassembly is 

more likely to involve work on part of a place rather than the 

whole place. 

ii.    Removal 

Occasionally, existing fabric may need to be permanently 

removed from a place.  This may be for reasons of advanced 

decay, or loss of structural integrity, or because particular 

fabric has been identified in a conservation plan as 

detracting from the cultural heritage value of the place.   

The fabric removed should be systematically recorded before 

and during its removal.  In some cases it may be appropriate 

to store, on a long-term basis, material of evidential value that 

has been removed.  

 

20. Reconstruction 

Reconstruction is distinguished from restoration by the introduction 

of new material to replace material that has been lost.   

Reconstruction is appropriate if it is essential to the function, 

integrity, intangible value, or understanding of a place, if sufficient 

physical and documentary evidence exists to minimise conjecture, 

and if surviving cultural heritage value is preserved.   

Reconstructed elements should not usually constitute the majority 

of a place or structure.   

 

21. Adaptation 

The conservation of a place of cultural heritage value is usually 

facilitated by the place serving a useful purpose.  Proposals for 

adaptation of a place may arise from maintaining its continuing 

use, or from a proposed change of use.   

Alterations and additions may be acceptable where they are 

necessary for a compatible use of the place.  Any change should 

be the minimum necessary, should be substantially reversible, and 
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should have little or no adverse effect on the cultural heritage 

value of the place.   

Any alterations or additions should be compatible with the original 

form and fabric of the place, and should avoid inappropriate or 

incompatible contrasts of form, scale, mass, colour, and material.  

Adaptation should not dominate or substantially obscure the 

original form and fabric, and should not adversely affect the setting 

of a place of cultural heritage value.  New work should 

complement the original form and fabric.  

 

22. Non-intervention 

In some circumstances, assessment of the cultural heritage value of 

a place may show that it is not desirable to undertake any 

conservation intervention at that time.  This approach may be 

appropriate where undisturbed constancy of intangible values, 

such as the spiritual associations of a sacred place, may be more 

important than its physical attributes.  

 

23. Interpretation 

Interpretation actively enhances public understanding of all 

aspects of places of cultural heritage value and their conservation.  

Relevant cultural protocols are integral to that understanding, and 

should be identified and observed.   

Where appropriate, interpretation should assist the understanding 

of tangible and intangible values of a place which may not be 

readily perceived, such as the sequence of construction and 

change, and the meanings and associations of the place for 

connected people. 

Any interpretation should respect the cultural heritage value of a 

place.  Interpretation methods should be appropriate to the place.  

Physical interventions for interpretation purposes should not detract 

from the experience of the place, and should not have an adverse 

effect on its tangible or intangible values. 

 

24. Risk mitigation 

Places of cultural heritage value may be vulnerable to natural 

disasters such as flood, storm, or earthquake; or to humanly 

induced threats and risks such as those arising from earthworks, 

subdivision and development, buildings works, or wilful damage or 

neglect.  In order to safeguard cultural heritage value, planning for 

risk mitigation and emergency management is necessary. 

Potential risks to any place of cultural heritage value should be 

assessed.  Where appropriate, a risk mitigation plan, an emergency 

plan, and/or a protection plan should be prepared, and 

implemented as far as possible, with reference to a conservation 

plan. 

 

Definitions 

For the purposes of this charter: 
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Adaptation means the process(es) of modifying a place for a 

compatible use while retaining its cultural heritage value.  

Adaptation processes include alteration and addition.   

Authenticity means the credibility or truthfulness of the surviving 

evidence and knowledge of the cultural heritage value of 

a place.  Relevant evidence includes form and design, 

substance and fabric, technology and craftsmanship, 

location and surroundings, context and setting, use and 

function, traditions, spiritual essence, and sense of place, 

and includes tangible and intangible values.  Assessment 

of authenticity is based on identification and analysis of 

relevant evidence and knowledge, and respect for its 

cultural context. 

Compatible use means a use which is consistent with the cultural 

heritage value of a place, and which has little or no 

adverse impact on its authenticity and integrity. 

Connected people means any groups, organisations, or individuals 

having a sense of association with or responsibility for a 

place of cultural heritage value. 

Conservation means all the processes of understanding and caring 

for a place so as to safeguard its cultural heritage value.  

Conservation is based on respect for the existing fabric, 

associations, meanings, and use of the place. It requires a 

cautious approach of doing as much work as necessary 

but as little as possible, and retaining authenticity and 

integrity, to ensure that the place and its values are 

passed on to future generations. 

Conservation plan means an objective report which documents 

the history, fabric, and cultural heritage value of a place, 

assesses its cultural heritage significance, describes the 

condition of the place, outlines conservation policies for 

managing the place, and makes recommendations for 

the conservation of the place. 

Contents means moveable objects, collections, chattels, 

documents, works of art, and ephemera that are not fixed 

or fitted to a place, and which have been assessed as 

being integral to its cultural heritage value. 

Cultural heritage significance means the cultural heritage value of 

a place relative to other similar or comparable places, 

recognising the particular cultural context of the place. 

Cultural heritage value/s means possessing aesthetic, 

archaeological, architectural, commemorative, 

functional, historical, landscape, monumental, scientific, 

social, spiritual, symbolic, technological, traditional, or 

other tangible or intangible values, associated with 

human activity. 

 Cultural landscapes means an area possessing cultural heritage 

value arising from the relationships between people and 

the environment.  Cultural landscapes may have been 

designed, such as gardens, or may have evolved from 

human settlement and land use over time, resulting in a 

diversity of distinctive landscapes in different areas. 

Associative cultural landscapes, such as sacred 

mountains, may lack tangible cultural elements but may 

have strong intangible cultural or spiritual associations. 
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Documentation means collecting, recording, keeping, and 

managing information about a place and its cultural 

heritage value, including information about its history, 

fabric, and meaning; information about decisions taken; 

and information about physical changes and 

interventions made to the place. 

Fabric means all the physical material of a place, including 

subsurface material, structures, and interior and exterior 

surfaces including the patina of age; and including 

fixtures and fittings, and gardens and plantings.   

Hapu means a section of a large tribe of the tangata whenua. 

Intangible value means the abstract cultural heritage value of the 

meanings or associations of a place, including 

commemorative, historical, social, spiritual, symbolic, or 

traditional values. 

Integrity means the wholeness or intactness of a place, including its 

meaning and sense of place, and all the tangible and 

intangible attributes and elements necessary to express its 

cultural heritage value. 

Intervention means any activity that causes disturbance of or 

alteration to a place or its fabric.  Intervention includes 

archaeological excavation, invasive investigation of built 

structures, and any intervention for conservation purposes.   

Iwi means a tribe of the tangata whenua. 

Kaitiakitanga means the duty of customary trusteeship, 

stewardship, guardianship, and protection of land, 

resources, or taonga. 

Maintenance means regular and on-going protective care of a 

place to prevent deterioration and to retain its cultural 

heritage value. 

Matauranga means traditional or cultural knowledge of the 

tangata whenua. 

Non-intervention means to choose not to undertake any activity 

that causes disturbance of or alteration to a place or its 

fabric.  

Place means any land having cultural heritage value in New 

Zealand, including areas; cultural landscapes; buildings, 

structures, and monuments; groups of buildings, structures, 

or monuments; gardens and plantings; archaeological 

sites and features; traditional sites; sacred places; 

townscapes and streetscapes; and settlements.  Place 

may also include land covered by water, and any body 

of water.  Place includes the setting of any such place.   

Preservation means to maintain a place with as little change as 

possible. 

Reassembly means to put existing but disarticulated parts of a 

structure back together.  

Reconstruction means to build again as closely as possible to a 

documented earlier form, using new materials. 

Recording means the process of capturing information and 

creating an archival record of the fabric and setting of a 

place, including its configuration, condition, use, and 

change over time. 
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Reinstatement means to put material components of a place, 

including the products of reassembly, back in position. 

Repair means to make good decayed or damaged fabric using 

identical, closely similar, or otherwise appropriate 

material. 

Restoration means to return a place to a known earlier form, by 

reassembly and reinstatement, and/or by removal of 

elements that detract from its cultural heritage value. 

Setting means the area around and/or adjacent to a place of 

cultural heritage value that is integral to its function, 

meaning, and relationships. Setting includes the structures, 

outbuildings, features, gardens, curtilage, airspace, and 

accessways forming the spatial context of the place or 

used in association with the place.  Setting also includes 

cultural landscapes, townscapes, and streetscapes; 

perspectives, views, and viewshafts to and from a place; 

and relationships with other places which contribute to 

the cultural heritage value of the place.  Setting may 

extend beyond the area defined by legal title, and may 

include a buffer zone necessary for the long-term 

protection of the cultural heritage value of the place. 

Stabilisation means the arrest or slowing of the processes of decay. 

Structure means any building, standing remains, equipment, 

device, or other facility made by people and which is 

fixed to the land.   

Tangata whenua means generally the original indigenous 

inhabitants of the land; and means specifically the 

people exercising kaitiakitanga over particular land, 

resources, or taonga. 

Tangible value means the physically observable cultural heritage 

value of a place, including archaeological, architectural, 

landscape, monumental, scientific, or technological 

values. 

Taonga means anything highly prized for its cultural, economic, 

historical, spiritual, or traditional value, including land and 

natural and cultural resources. 

Tino rangatiratanga means the exercise of full chieftainship, 

authority, and responsibility. 

Use means the functions of a place, and the activities and 

practices that may occur at the place.  The functions, 

activities, and practices may in themselves be of cultural 

heritage value. 

Whanau means an extended family which is part of a hapu or iwi. 
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Appendix  5  
 

Whare Tupuna Restoration –  
Technical Reports 2022 
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ICOMOS NEW ZEALAND CHARTER  

FOR THE CONSERVATION OF PLACES OF  

CULTURAL HERITAGTE VALUE 
 

 

 

Revised 2010 
 

 

Preamble 
 

New Zealand retains a unique assemblage of places of cultural heritage value relating to its indigenous 

and more recent peoples.  These areas, cultural landscapes and features, buildings and structures, 

gardens, archaeological sites, traditional sites, monuments, and sacred places are treasures of 

distinctive value that have accrued meanings over time.  New Zealand shares a general responsibility 

with the rest of humanity to safeguard its cultural heritage places for present and future generations.  

More specifically, the people of New Zealand have particular ways of perceiving, relating to, and 

conserving their cultural heritage places. 

 

Following the spirit of the International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and 

Sites (the Venice Charter - 1964), this charter sets out principles to guide the conservation of places of 

cultural heritage value in New Zealand.  It is a statement of professional principles for members of 

ICOMOS New Zealand.   

 

This charter is also intended to guide all those involved in the various aspects of conservation work, 

including owners, guardians, managers, developers, planners, architects, engineers, craftspeople and 

those in the construction trades, heritage practitioners and advisors, and local and central government 

authorities.  It offers guidance for communities, organisations, and individuals involved with the 

conservation and management of cultural heritage places.   

 

This charter should be made an integral part of statutory or regulatory heritage management policies or 

plans, and should provide support for decision makers in statutory or regulatory processes. 

 

Each article of this charter must be read in the light of all the others.  Words in bold in the text are 

defined in the definitions section of this charter.   

 

This revised charter was adopted by the New Zealand National Committee of the International Council 

on Monuments and Sites at its meeting on 4 September 2010. 

 

 

Purpose of conservation 
 

1. The purpose of conservation 
 

The purpose of conservation is to care for places of cultural heritage value.  

 

In general, such places:  

(i) have lasting values and can be appreciated in their own right; 

(ii) inform us about the past and the cultures of those who came before us; 

(iii) provide tangible evidence of the continuity between past, present, and future; 

(iv) underpin and reinforce community identity and relationships to ancestors and the 

land; and 

(v) provide a measure against which the achievements of the present can be 

compared. 

 

It is the purpose of conservation to retain and reveal such values, and to support the ongoing meanings 

and functions of places of cultural heritage value, in the interests of present and future generations. 
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Conservation principles 

 

2. Understanding cultural heritage value 

 
Conservation of a place should be based on an understanding and appreciation of all aspects of its 

cultural heritage value, both tangible and intangible.   All available forms of knowledge and evidence 

provide the means of understanding a place and its cultural heritage value and cultural heritage 

significance.  Cultural heritage value should be understood through consultation with connected 

people, systematic documentary and oral research, physical investigation and recording of the place, 

and other relevant methods. 

 

All relevant cultural heritage values should be recognised, respected, and, where appropriate, 

revealed, including values which differ, conflict, or compete. 

 

The policy for managing all aspects of a place, including its conservation and its use, and the 

implementation of the policy, must be based on an understanding of its cultural heritage value.   

 

 

 

3. Indigenous cultural heritage 
 

The indigenous cultural heritage of tangata whenua relates to whanau, hapu, and iwi groups.  It shapes 

identity and enhances well-being, and it has particular cultural meanings and values for the present, 

and associations with those who have gone before.  Indigenous cultural heritage brings with it 

responsibilities of guardianship and the practical application and passing on of associated knowledge, 

traditional skills, and practices. 

 

The Treaty of Waitangi is the founding document of our nation.  Article 2 of the Treaty recognises and 

guarantees the protection of tino rangatiratanga, and so empowers kaitiakitanga as customary 

trusteeship to be exercised by tangata whenua.  This customary trusteeship is exercised over their 

taonga, such as sacred and traditional places, built heritage, traditional practices, and other cultural 

heritage resources.  This obligation extends beyond current legal ownership wherever such cultural 

heritage exists.  

 

Particular matauranga, or knowledge of cultural heritage meaning, value, and practice, is associated 

with places. Matauranga is sustained and transmitted through oral, written, and physical forms 

determined by tangata whenua.  The conservation of such places is therefore conditional on decisions 

made in associated tangata whenua communities, and should proceed only in this context.  In 

particular, protocols of access, authority, ritual, and practice are determined at a local level and should 

be respected. 

 

 

 

4. Planning for conservation  
 

Conservation should be subject to prior documented assessment and planning. 

 

All conservation work should be based on a conservation plan which identifies the cultural heritage 

value and cultural heritage significance of the place, the conservation policies, and the extent of the 

recommended works.  

 

The conservation plan should give the highest priority to the authenticity and integrity of the place. 

 

Other guiding documents such as, but not limited to, management plans, cyclical maintenance plans, 

specifications for conservation work, interpretation plans, risk mitigation plans, or emergency plans 

should be guided by a conservation plan. 
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5. Respect for surviving evidence and knowledge  
 

Conservation maintains and reveals the authenticity and integrity of a place, and involves the least 

possible loss of fabric or evidence of cultural heritage value.  Respect for all forms of knowledge and 

existing evidence, of both tangible and intangible values, is essential to the authenticity and integrity of 

the place. 

 

Conservation recognises the evidence of time and the contributions of all periods.  The conservation of 

a place should identify and respect all aspects of its cultural heritage value without unwarranted 

emphasis on any one value at the expense of others. 

 

The removal or obscuring of any physical evidence of any period or activity should be minimised, and 

should be explicitly justified where it does occur.  The fabric of a particular period or activity may be 

obscured or removed if assessment shows that its removal would not diminish the cultural heritage value 

of the place. 

 

In conservation, evidence of the functions and intangible meanings of places of cultural heritage value 

should be respected. 

 

 

 

6.  Minimum intervention 
 

Work undertaken at a place of cultural heritage value should involve the least degree of intervention 

consistent with conservation and the principles of this charter.   

 

Intervention should be the minimum necessary to ensure the retention of tangible and intangible values 

and the continuation of uses integral to those values.  The removal of fabric or the alteration of features 

and spaces that have cultural heritage value should be avoided.   

 

 

 

7. Physical investigation 
 

Physical investigation of a place provides primary evidence that cannot be gained from any other 

source.  Physical investigation should be carried out according to currently accepted professional 

standards, and should be documented through systematic recording.   

 

Invasive investigation of fabric of any period should be carried out only where knowledge may be 

significantly extended, or where it is necessary to establish the existence of fabric of cultural heritage 

value, or where it is necessary for conservation work, or where such fabric is about to be damaged or 

destroyed or made inaccessible.  The extent of invasive investigation should minimise the disturbance of 

significant fabric.  

 

 

 

8. Use 
 

The conservation of a place of cultural heritage value is usually facilitated by the place serving a useful 

purpose.   

 

Where the use of a place is integral to its cultural heritage value, that use should be retained.   

 

Where a change of use is proposed, the new use should be compatible with the cultural heritage value 

of the place, and should have little or no adverse effect on the cultural heritage value.   
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9. Setting 
 

Where the setting of a place is integral to its cultural heritage value, that setting should be conserved 

with the place itself.  If the setting no longer contributes to the cultural heritage value of the place, and 

if reconstruction of the setting can be justified, any reconstruction of the setting should be based on an 

understanding of all aspects of the cultural heritage value of the place.   

 

 

 

10. Relocation 
 

The on-going association of a structure or feature of cultural heritage value with its location, site, 

curtilage, and setting is essential to its authenticity and integrity.  Therefore, a structure or feature of 

cultural heritage value should remain on its original site. 

Relocation of a structure or feature of cultural heritage value,  where its removal is required in order to 

clear its site for a different purpose or construction, or where its removal is required to enable its use on a 

different site, is not a desirable outcome and is not a conservation process. 

In exceptional circumstances, a structure of cultural heritage value may be relocated if its current site is 

in imminent danger, and if all other means of retaining the structure in its current location have been 

exhausted.  In this event, the new location should provide a setting compatible with the cultural 

heritage value of the structure. 

 

 

 

11. Documentation and archiving 
 

The cultural heritage value and cultural heritage significance of a place, and all aspects of its 

conservation, should be fully documented to ensure that this information is available to present and 

future generations.   

 

Documentation includes information about all changes to the place and any decisions made during 

the conservation process.  

 

Documentation should be carried out to archival standards to maximise the longevity of the record, and 

should be placed in an appropriate archival repository. 

 

Documentation should be made available to connected people and other interested parties.  Where 

reasons for confidentiality exist, such as security, privacy, or cultural appropriateness, some information 

may not always be publicly accessible.   

 

 

 

12. Recording 
 

Evidence provided by the fabric of a place should be identified and understood through systematic 

research, recording, and analysis.    

 

Recording is an essential part of the physical investigation of a place.  It informs and guides the 

conservation process and its planning.  Systematic recording should occur prior to, during, and following 

any intervention.  It should include the recording of new evidence revealed, and any fabric obscured or 

removed. 

 

Recording of the changes to a place should continue throughout its life.   
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13. Fixtures, fittings, and contents 
 

Fixtures, fittings, and contents that are integral to the cultural heritage value of a place should be 

retained and conserved with the place.   Such fixtures, fittings, and contents may include carving, 

painting, weaving, stained glass, wallpaper, surface decoration, works of art, equipment and 

machinery, furniture, and personal belongings. 

 

Conservation of any such material should involve specialist conservation expertise appropriate to the 

material. Where it is necessary to remove any such material, it should be recorded, retained, and 

protected, until such time as it can be reinstated. 

 

 

 

Conservation processes and practice 
 

14. Conservation plans 
 

A conservation plan, based on the principles of this charter, should: 

(i) be based on a comprehensive understanding of the cultural heritage value of the 

place and assessment of its cultural heritage significance; 

(ii) include an assessment of the fabric of the place, and its condition; 

(iii) give the highest priority to the authenticity and integrity of the place; 

(iv) include the entirety of the place, including the setting; 

(v) be prepared by objective professionals in appropriate disciplines; 

(vi) consider the needs, abilities, and resources of connected people;  

(vii) not be influenced by prior expectations of change or development; 

(viii) specify conservation policies to guide decision making and to guide any work to be 

undertaken;  

(ix) make recommendations for the conservation of the place; and 

(x) be regularly revised and kept up to date. 

 

 

 

15. Conservation projects 
 

Conservation projects should include the following: 

(i) consultation with interested parties and connected people, continuing throughout 

the project; 

(ii) opportunities for interested parties and connected people to contribute to and 

participate in the project; 

(iii) research into documentary and oral history, using all relevant sources and repositories 

of knowledge; 

(iv) physical investigation of the place as appropriate; 

(v) use of all appropriate methods of recording, such as written, drawn, and 

photographic; 

(vi) the preparation of a conservation plan which meets the principles of this charter; 

(vii) guidance on appropriate use of the place; 

(viii) the implementation of any planned conservation work; 

(ix) the documentation of the conservation work as it proceeds; and  

(x) where appropriate, the deposit of all records in an archival repository. 

 

A conservation project must not be commenced until any required statutory authorisation has been 

granted. 
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16. Professional, trade, and craft skills 
 

All aspects of conservation work should be planned, directed, supervised, and undertaken by people 

with appropriate conservation training and experience directly relevant to the project. 

 

All conservation disciplines, arts, crafts, trades, and traditional skills and practices that are relevant to the 

project should be applied and promoted. 

 

 

 

17. Degrees of intervention for conservation purposes 
 

Following research, recording, assessment, and planning, intervention for conservation purposes may 

include, in increasing degrees of intervention: 

(i) preservation, through stabilisation, maintenance, or repair; 

(ii) restoration, through reassembly, reinstatement, or removal; 

(iii) reconstruction; and 

(iv) adaptation. 

 

In many conservation projects a range of processes may be utilised.  Where appropriate, conservation 

processes may be applied to individual parts or components of a place of cultural heritage value. 

 

The extent of any intervention for conservation purposes should be guided by the cultural heritage value 

of a place and the policies for its management as identified in a conservation plan.  Any intervention 

which would reduce or compromise cultural heritage value is undesirable and should not occur.   

 

Preference should be given to the least degree of intervention, consistent with this charter.   

 

Re-creation, meaning the conjectural reconstruction of a structure or place; replication, meaning to 

make a copy of an existing or former structure or place; or the construction of generalised 

representations of typical features or structures, are not conservation processes and are outside the 

scope of this charter. 

 

 

 

18.  Preservation 
 

Preservation of a place involves as little intervention as possible, to ensure its long-term survival and the 

continuation of its cultural heritage value.  

 

Preservation processes should not obscure or remove the patina of age, particularly where it contributes 

to the authenticity and integrity of the place, or where it contributes to the structural stability of 

materials. 

 

i.   Stabilisation 

 

Processes of decay should be slowed by providing treatment or support.   

 

ii.   Maintenance 

 

A place of cultural heritage value should be maintained regularly.  Maintenance should be 

carried out according to a plan or work programme. 

 

iii.   Repair  

 

Repair of a place of cultural heritage value should utilise matching or similar materials.  Where 

it is necessary to employ new materials, they should be distinguishable by experts, and should 

be documented.   

Traditional methods and materials should be given preference in conservation work.   
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Repair of a technically higher standard than that achieved with the existing materials or 

construction practices may be justified only where the stability or life expectancy of the site or 

material is increased, where the new material is compatible with the old, and where the 

cultural heritage value is not diminished.   

 

 

 

19. Restoration 
 

The process of restoration typically involves reassembly and reinstatement, and may involve the 

removal of accretions that detract from the cultural heritage value of a place. 

 

Restoration is based on respect for existing fabric, and on the identification and analysis of all available 

evidence, so that the cultural heritage value of a place is recovered or revealed.  Restoration should be 

carried out only if the cultural heritage value of the place is recovered or revealed by the process.   

 

Restoration does not involve conjecture. 

 

i.   Reassembly and reinstatement 

 

Reassembly uses existing material and, through the process of reinstatement, returns it to its 

former position.  Reassembly is more likely to involve work on part of a place rather than the 

whole place. 

 

ii.   Removal 

 

Occasionally, existing fabric may need to be permanently removed from a place.  This may be 

for reasons of advanced decay, or loss of structural integrity, or because particular fabric has 

been identified in a conservation plan as detracting from the cultural heritage value of the 

place.   

 

The fabric removed should be systematically recorded before and during its removal.  In some 

cases it may be appropriate to store, on a long-term basis, material of evidential value that 

has been removed.  

 

 

 

20. Reconstruction 
 

Reconstruction is distinguished from restoration by the introduction of new material to replace material 

that has been lost.   

 

Reconstruction is appropriate if it is essential to the function, integrity, intangible value, or understanding 

of a place, if sufficient physical and documentary evidence exists to minimise conjecture, and if 

surviving cultural heritage value is preserved.   

 

Reconstructed elements should not usually constitute the majority of a place or structure.   

 

 

 

21. Adaptation 
 

The conservation of a place of cultural heritage value is usually facilitated by the place serving a useful 

purpose.  Proposals for adaptation of a place may arise from maintaining its continuing use, or from a 

proposed change of use.   

Alterations and additions may be acceptable where they are necessary for a compatible use of the 

place.  Any change should be the minimum necessary, should be substantially reversible, and should 

have little or no adverse effect on the cultural heritage value of the place.   
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Any alterations or additions should be compatible with the original form and fabric of the place, and 

should avoid inappropriate or incompatible contrasts of form, scale, mass, colour, and material.  

Adaptation should not dominate or substantially obscure the original form and fabric, and should not 

adversely affect the setting of a place of cultural heritage value.  New work should complement the 

original form and fabric.  

 

 

 

22. Non-intervention 
 

In some circumstances, assessment of the cultural heritage value of a place may show that it is not 

desirable to undertake any conservation intervention at that time.  This approach may be appropriate 

where undisturbed constancy of intangible values, such as the spiritual associations of a sacred place, 

may be more important than its physical attributes.  

 

 

 

23. Interpretation 
 

Interpretation actively enhances public understanding of all aspects of places of cultural heritage value 

and their conservation.  Relevant cultural protocols are integral to that understanding, and should be 

identified and observed.   

 

Where appropriate, interpretation should assist the understanding of tangible and intangible values of a 

place which may not be readily perceived, such as the sequence of construction and change, and the 

meanings and associations of the place for connected people. 

 

Any interpretation should respect the cultural heritage value of a place.  Interpretation methods should 

be appropriate to the place.  Physical interventions for interpretation purposes should not detract from 

the experience of the place, and should not have an adverse effect on its tangible or intangible values. 

 

 

 

24. Risk mitigation 
 

Places of cultural heritage value may be vulnerable to natural disasters such as flood, storm, or 

earthquake; or to humanly induced threats and risks such as those arising from earthworks, subdivision 

and development,  buildings works, or wilful damage or neglect.  In order to safeguard cultural heritage 

value, planning for risk mitigation and emergency management is necessary. 

 

Potential risks to any place of cultural heritage value should be assessed.  Where appropriate, a risk 

mitigation plan, an emergency plan, and/or a protection plan should be prepared, and implemented 

as far as possible, with reference to a conservation plan. 
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Definitions 
 

For the purposes of this charter: 

 

Adaptation means the process(es) of modifying a place for a compatible use while retaining its cultural 

heritage value.  Adaptation processes include alteration and addition.   

 

Authenticity means the credibility or truthfulness of the surviving evidence and knowledge of the cultural 

heritage value of a place.  Relevant evidence includes form and design, substance and 

fabric, technology and craftsmanship, location and surroundings, context and setting, use and 

function, traditions, spiritual essence, and sense of place, and includes tangible and intangible 

values.  Assessment of authenticity is based on identification and analysis of relevant evidence 

and knowledge, and respect for its cultural context. 

 

Compatible use means a use which is consistent with the cultural heritage value of a place, and which 

has little or no adverse impact on its authenticity and integrity. 

 

Connected people means any groups, organisations, or individuals having a sense of association with or 

responsibility for a place of cultural heritage value. 

 

Conservation means all the processes of understanding and caring for a place so as to safeguard its 

cultural heritage value.  Conservation is based on respect for the existing fabric, associations, 

meanings, and use of the place. It requires a cautious approach of doing as much work as 

necessary but as little as possible, and retaining authenticity and integrity, to ensure that the 

place and its values are passed on to future generations. 

 

Conservation plan means an objective report which documents the history, fabric, and cultural heritage 

value of a place, assesses its cultural heritage significance, describes the condition of the 

place, outlines conservation policies for managing the place, and makes recommendations 

for the conservation of the place. 

 

Contents means moveable objects, collections, chattels, documents, works of art, and ephemera that 

are not fixed or fitted to a place, and which have been assessed as being integral to its 

cultural heritage value. 

 

Cultural heritage significance means the cultural heritage value of a place relative to other similar or 

comparable places, recognising the particular cultural context of the place. 

 

Cultural heritage value/s means possessing aesthetic, archaeological, architectural, commemorative, 

functional, historical, landscape, monumental, scientific, social, spiritual, symbolic, 

technological, traditional, or other tangible or intangible values, associated with human 

activity. 

 

 Cultural landscapes means an area possessing cultural heritage value arising from the relationships 

between people and the environment.  Cultural landscapes may have been designed, such 

as gardens, or may have evolved from human settlement and land use over time, resulting in a 

diversity of distinctive landscapes in different areas. Associative cultural landscapes, such as 

sacred mountains, may lack tangible cultural elements but may have strong intangible cultural 

or spiritual associations. 

 

Documentation means collecting, recording, keeping, and managing information about a place and its 

cultural heritage value, including information about its history, fabric, and meaning; 

information about decisions taken; and information about physical changes and interventions 

made to the place. 

 

Fabric means all the physical material of a place, including subsurface material, structures, and interior 

and exterior surfaces including the patina of age; and including fixtures and fittings, and 

gardens and plantings.   
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Hapu means a section of a large tribe of the tangata whenua. 

 

Intangible value means the abstract cultural heritage value of the meanings or associations of a place, 

including commemorative, historical, social, spiritual, symbolic, or traditional values. 

 

Integrity means the wholeness or intactness of a place, including its meaning and sense of place, and 

all the tangible and intangible attributes and elements necessary to express its cultural 

heritage value. 

 

Intervention means any activity that causes disturbance of or alteration to a place or its fabric.  

Intervention includes archaeological excavation, invasive investigation of built structures, and 

any intervention for conservation purposes.   

 

Iwi means a tribe of the tangata whenua. 

 

Kaitiakitanga means the duty of customary trusteeship, stewardship, guardianship, and protection of 

land, resources, or taonga. 

 

Maintenance means regular and on-going protective care of a place to prevent deterioration and to 

retain its cultural heritage value. 

 

Matauranga means traditional or cultural knowledge of the tangata whenua. 

 

Non-intervention means to choose not to undertake any activity that causes disturbance of or 

alteration to a place or its fabric.  

 

Place means any land having cultural heritage value in New Zealand, including areas; cultural 

landscapes; buildings, structures, and monuments; groups of buildings, structures, or 

monuments; gardens and plantings; archaeological sites and features; traditional sites; sacred 

places; townscapes and streetscapes; and settlements.  Place may also include land covered 

by water, and any body of water.  Place includes the setting of any such place.   

 

Preservation means to maintain a place with as little change as possible. 

 

Reassembly means to put existing but disarticulated parts of a structure back together.  

 

Reconstruction means to build again as closely as possible to a documented earlier form, using new 

materials. 

 

Recording means the process of capturing information and creating an archival record of the fabric 

and setting of a place, including its configuration, condition, use, and change over time. 

 

Reinstatement means to put material components of a place, including the products of reassembly, 

back in position. 

 

Repair means to make good decayed or damaged fabric using identical, closely similar, or otherwise 

appropriate material. 

 

Restoration means to return a place to a known earlier form, by reassembly and reinstatement, and/or 

by removal of elements that detract from its cultural heritage value. 

 

Setting means the area around and/or adjacent to a place of cultural heritage value that is integral to 

its function, meaning, and relationships. Setting includes the structures, outbuildings, features, 

gardens, curtilage, airspace, and accessways forming the spatial context of the place or used 

in association with the place.  Setting also includes cultural landscapes, townscapes, and 

streetscapes; perspectives, views, and viewshafts to and from a place; and relationships with 

other places which contribute to the cultural heritage value of the place.  Setting may extend 

beyond the area defined by legal title, and may include a buffer zone necessary for the long-

term protection of the cultural heritage value of the place. 
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Stabilisation means the arrest or slowing of the processes of decay. 

 

Structure means any building, standing remains, equipment, device, or other facility made by people 

and which is fixed to the land.   

 

Tangata whenua means generally the original indigenous inhabitants of the land; and means 

specifically the people exercising kaitiakitanga over particular land, resources, or taonga. 

 

Tangible value means the physically observable cultural heritage value of a place, including 

archaeological, architectural, landscape, monumental, scientific, or technological values. 

 

Taonga means anything highly prized for its cultural, economic, historical, spiritual, or traditional value, 

including land and natural and cultural resources. 

 

Tino rangatiratanga means the exercise of full chieftainship, authority, and responsibility. 

 

Use means the functions of a place, and the activities and practices that may occur at the place.  The 

functions, activities, and practices may in themselves be of cultural heritage value. 

 

Whanau means an extended family which is part of a hapu or iwi. 
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